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Executive Summary
The diverse marine habitats that sustain our nation’s rich ocean fisheries face
an onslaught of threats: warming and acidifying waters, pollution, drilling, and
harmful fishing practices. Fishing gear in particular can harm the habitats that
fish and other species rely on for spawning, foraging, shelter, and other critical
life activities. Commercial fishing practices such as bottom trawling, by which
large, weighted fishing gear is towed along the ocean floor, can physically damage
important ocean floor habitats. Studies indicate that reducing habitat damage
from fishing can benefit fishery productivity and resilience, and ocean ecological
health more generally. As ocean waters continue to warm and cause cascading
changes in marine systems, scientists believe this resilience will be critical for
these fisheries and ecosystems to simply endure, let alone thrive.
The nation’s fisheries law, the Magnuson–Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson–Stevens Act
or MSA), has played a critical role in curbing overfishing
and rebuilding dozens of once-depleted fish stocks. The
MSA recognizes the importance of protecting marine
habitat from the impacts of both fishing gear and nonfishing activity, such as sand mining, dredging, and energy
exploration and development. To this end, it requires that
each of the eight federal regional fishery management

councils designate areas within their region as “essential
fish habitat” (EFH), i.e., the habitat that is necessary
for healthy fish populations. With respect to fishing
impacts specifically, the law then requires that councils
minimize fishing’s “adverse effects” on EFH “to the extent
practicable.” This provision gives the councils authority
to approve a range of measures to mitigate fishing impacts
on EFH in federal waters (generally more than 3 nautical

© Adam Obaza/NOAA Fisheries West Coast

Kelp bass in eelgrass habitat, Pacific region.
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miles from shore), including closing areas to all fishing or
restricting certain types of fishing gear.
NRDC conducted geospatial analysis and review of
regulatory documents to assess how each regional council
has applied the MSA’s requirements to protect essential
fish habitat in federal waters from fishing impacts. Our
analysis focused specifically on instances where councils
have prohibited bottom trawling—which is both the most
widely used towed commercial fishing gear and the gear
most often restricted for habitat protection purposes—
or have protected habitat from all fishing impacts, the
strongest type of EFH protection.
We found that, with some exceptions, the MSA’s
requirement to protect EFH has generally not reduced
fishing’s ongoing adverse effects on fish habitat and marine
ecosystems. Specifically, our research and analysis showed
that:
1.	Half of the eight councils—Gulf of Mexico,
Caribbean, Mid-Atlantic, and New England—each
have protected 5 percent or less of the habitat in
federal waters that they designated as EFH from
adverse impacts of bottom trawling.
2.	The other four councils—South Atlantic, North
Pacific, Pacific, and Western Pacific—have
prohibited bottom trawling in 18 percent, 39
percent, 90 percent, and 100 percent, respectively,
of their designated EFH in federal waters. However,
the vast majority of these protected areas (more
than 90 percent of each region’s protected EFH) take
the form of large “freeze the footprint” closures,
which are intended to prevent the expansion of
bottom trawling into new areas but allow such
trawling to continue where it has historically
occurred. This type of closure provides important
benefits. It has frequently been used to protect pristine,
highly vulnerable, and/or high-functioning habitat, such
as deep-sea corals. It should also be noted, however, that
“freeze the footprint” closures tend to protect, entirely
or primarily, areas that are at low or no risk of bottom
trawling. Most of the area encompassed by the existing
“freeze the footprint” closures is too deep or rugged
or is lacking in fish species targeted by bottom trawls.
Additionally, these existing deepwater closures generally
fail to encompass a range of representative habitats,
including biologically rich areas closer to shore, and
do not seek to recover the natural habitat attributes of
already trawled areas.
3.	Within EFH, councils can designate areas of
particular ecological value or vulnerability as
Habitat Areas of Particular Concern (HAPCs).
However, several councils have not prohibited
bottom trawling in habitat they have identified
as HAPCs. For example, the Gulf of Mexico Council
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and New England Council have each protected only 24
percent of their HAPCs. While four other councils—the
Caribbean, Pacific, North Pacific, and Mid-Atlantic—have
protected much higher proportions of their HAPCs (from
70 to 100 percent), they designated very little HAPC
to begin with (from less than 1 percent to 4 percent of
designated EFH). The South Atlantic Council is a relative
outlier in its identification and protection of HAPCs:
41 percent of the council’s designated EFH has been
designated as HAPCs, and 43 percent of this has been
protected.
4.	Councils have almost never taken the step of
protecting EFH, including HAPCs, from all fishing
impacts (as opposed to prohibiting only bottom trawling
or, in some cases, other bottom gear). Our analysis
shows that, across all the regions, the councils have
only twice approved this strongest level of EFH
protection for long-term habitat protection purposes:
in the Hind Bank Marine Conservation District in the
Caribbean and in the Tortugas Marine Reserves in the
Gulf of Mexico. Together, these two areas encompass
only 92 square miles, or approximately 0.002
percent of all federal ocean waters.
As policymakers consider improvements to federal
fisheries policy, updating the EFH requirement should be
a top priority. We recommend that policymakers:
1.	Require the development and implementation
of regional habitat protection plans, including
quantitative and measurable objectives and targets that
help drive protective actions and monitoring protocols;
2.	Remove the law’s “to the extent practicable”
proviso to EFH protection, which has encouraged
councils to treat EFH protection as wholly discretionary,
and to give heavy weight to fishermen’s concerns about
maintaining (or, in some cases, regaining) access to
areas, even if the fishing harms habitat;
3.	Require identification and protection of HAPCs;
4.	Require councils to regularly review and update
EFH and HAPC designations; and
5.	Increase funding for integrated research initiatives
to improve EFH designations, for monitoring the results
of habitat-based fisheries management, and for research
into the nexus between habitat protection and managing
climate impacts to fisheries.
As our oceans continue to warm and acidify, it is
more important now than ever that we utilize the EFH
designation to better protect marine habitats and help
build fisheries and overall marine ecosystem resilience.
Better mitigating the adverse impacts of fishing on habitat
will help our fisheries survive the climate change–related
disruptions now underway in our oceans.

NRDC

Introduction
The world of fish habitat is vast and stunningly complex.
It includes structural components of the environment,
from rocky outcrops and ripples in the sand to deep
canyons, seamounts, and tunnels.1 Habitat often comprises
living plants and animals, such as seagrasses, corals, and
sponges.2 Fish species are also known to seek out just
the right mixture of ocean currents, temperatures, and
amount and type of prey, making these features important
aspects of fish habitat. Working together to make up robust
ecosystems such as estuarine wetlands and coral reefs,
these habitats are the places where fish and other marine
species reproduce, find food and shelter, and complete their
life cycles.
These underwater refuges, nurseries, and feeding grounds
are the bedrock of sustainable fisheries in the United
States, which are estimated to support 1.7 million jobs
nationally and generate more than $200 billion in annual
sales.3 Fish habitat supports these important commercial
and recreational fisheries both directly, by supporting
critical life functions and activities of fish populations, and
indirectly, by supporting the ecosystems on which these
fisheries depend. It is well established in the scientific
literature that healthy fisheries and ocean ecosystems need
healthy habitats.4 Without sufficient quantity and quality
of necessary types of habitat, populations decline.5 And

improving habitat conditions can improve the population
health of multiple species across an entire connected
ecosystem.6
Our oceans are changing rapidly due to climate change
and ocean acidification. Not only are these changes
transforming marine fish populations in different regions;
they are transforming the habitats the fish rely on, from
coral reefs to seagrasses.7 Scientists have begun to predict
that meeting rebuilding targets for some overfished species
will be more challenging in the face of climate change.8
Even for fish populations that are currently relatively
healthy, there is a rapidly growing body of research
showing the many ways in which protected habitat areas
can enhance population, community, and ecosystem
resilience to climate change.9 All this has made it more
important than ever that we optimize our management and
protection of marine habitats and ecosystems.10
In 1996 the U.S. Congress amended the Magnuson–Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act (Magnuson–
Stevens Act or MSA), the nation’s ocean fisheries law, to
recognize the fundamental importance of marine habitats
to healthy fisheries and to call on fishery managers to
preserve the ecological role of habitats as part of the
fishery management process. Among Congress’s findings
was that “one of the greatest long-term threats to the

© Smudge 9000 via Flickr CC BY-SA 4.0

Atlantic puffin with sand eels.
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The working waterfront of Valdez, Alaska.

viability of commercial and recreational fisheries is the
continuing loss of marine, estuarine, and other aquatic
habitats. Habitat considerations should receive increased
attention for the conservation and management of fishery
resources of the United States.”11
To address these concerns, Congress’s 1996 MSA
amendments require the eight regional federal fishery
management councils to “describe and identify” essential
fish habitat (EFH) for each managed fishery.12 EFH is
defined as “those waters and substrate necessary to fish
for spawning, breeding, feeding or growth to maturity.”13
Importantly, the MSA framework defines EFH broadly,
including not simply popularly known habitats like those
containing corals, sponges, and other benthic (ocean
bottom–dwelling) organisms but also those with other
necessary components of a managed species’ environment,
like prey such as forage fish, the availability of which makes
certain habitats more important to fish life cycles.14 The
councils are required to minimize the adverse effects of
fishing on EFH “to the extent practicable.”15 Such measures
are then implemented by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), the federal agency that oversees marine
resources management.
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NMFS developed regulations in 2002 to guide the councils
in responding to these requirements.16 Among other things,
these regulations encourage but do not require the councils
to identify and protect particularly important habitat areas,
termed Habitat Areas of Particular Concern (HAPCs).
HAPCs stand out for protection due to one or more of the
following factors: their unique contribution to ecological
function, their sensitivity to human-caused degradation,
their exposure to development and other stressors, and
their rarity as a habitat.17
The 1996 amendments to the Magnuson–Stevens Act also
constituted a major upgrade of the law’s core conservation
requirements to prevent overfishing and rebuild depleted
fish stocks. These amendments, together with additional
changes made by Congress a decade later, have contributed
to the successful rebuilding of 47 once-depleted fish stocks
to date.18 While this progress is to be lauded, the job is
not done. A number of stocks, including New England’s
iconic cod, have struggled to recover.19 In addition, in
2019 NMFS added eight fisheries to the list of overfished
stocks, meaning that the percentage of stocks that are
overfished has increased for the first time since 2004.20
The persistence of depleted fisheries, as well as escalating
stress from climate change, compels us to consider more
robust and holistic management, including specifically
enhanced habitat protection.
NRDC

© Gary Corbett/Alamy

FISHING GEAR CAN SIGNIFICANTLY HARM
MARINE HABITAT

All fishing gear can affect some aspect of ocean habitat by
the very nature of the activity. Even gear’s intrusion into
foraging or spawning areas or removal of prey species from
habitat can cause harm.21 That said, the commercial use of
bottom trawls and dredges, collectively referred to here
as bottom-tending mobile gear, have generally caused the
greatest habitat-related concerns. The National Academy of
Sciences considers such gear to pose one of the most direct
and deleterious ongoing threats to fish habitat.22 Use of this
gear is also considered the most widespread human activity
affecting seabed habitats globally.23
Bottom trawling and dredging involve the towing of heavy,
weighted nets and dredges along the ocean floor in order
to catch fish and shellfish that live on or near it. Bottom
trawling specifically uses a large conical net (often up to
100 feet or more wide), generally with weighted rollers
and/or chains along the bottom net ropes, and held open by
two metal “doors” that can each weigh a half ton or more.24
In some regions, such as New England, bottom trawling
was historically the dominant mode of fishing. For example,

Bottom trawl gear with rollers laid out on a wharf.

Figure 1 shows the pervasiveness of bottom trawling
and dredging in New England’s Gulf of Maine. Hydraulic
dredges, which blast seawater through bottom sediments
to sift out shellfish, produce the most dramatic localized
effects on seabed habitat of any gear type.25

FIGURE 1: BOTTOM TRAWLING AND DREDGING ACTIVITY IN THE GULF OF MAINE, NEW ENGLAND REGION (2011–2016)

Adapted from the Northeast Ocean Data portal, https://www.northeastoceandata.org/data-explorer/.
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Although the degree of harm depends on the specific
type of trawl or dredge and how it is used, as well as the
sensitivity and importance of the affected habitat, these
types of gear can bury or crush fragile bottom structures,
disturb and alter bottom sediments, and can have wideranging ecological effects by changing species composition
and killing, harming, and/or removing benthic species,
including those that are key food sources or serve other
important ecological roles.26 For example, this fishing gear
typically kills 20 to 50 percent of benthic invertebrates
in its path, adversely affecting fish that rely on them as a
food source.27 Bottom trawling and dredging, particularly
over complex living habitat, have been likened to forest
clear-cutting, which is known to cause biodiversity loss and
reduced ecological functioning.28
Biogenic (living) habitats, like corals and sponges, are
particularly vulnerable to physical disturbance.29 Recovery
times can span years.30 Deepwater corals grow particularly
slowly, with specimens taking hundreds, even thousands,
of years to grow, and are not known to recolonize areas
that have been disturbed. NMFS considers bottom trawling
specifically to be the most significant threat to deepwater
corals off the U.S. coast.31 Figure 2 depicts fishing using an
otter trawl, a common bottom trawl type, and its habitat
impacts.
Damage to fish habitat can limit fish growth, survival, or
reproduction and affect overall population productivity.32

Research on the ecological impacts of bottom trawling and
dredging indicates that many fisheries subject to these
fishing practices are facing ecosystem-wide disturbances
(e.g., destruction of habitat refuges and loss of prey
species) and falling short of their potential in long-term
productivity.33 For example, New England’s Atlantic
cod populations have been highly depleted by fishing.34
Laboratory studies found that increased bottom cover—
which is impacted by trawling—increased the species’
survival.35 In follow-up modeling, closing 20 percent of
the seafloor to bottom trawling produced a greater than
40 percent increase in cod survivorship.36 Studies have
also produced evidence that bottom trawling can reduce
the availability of food for commercially important fish
species.37 Assessing and reducing the impacts of these
types of gear on important habitats as part of the fishery
management process are critical steps to preserving
functioning marine ecosystems and healthy fisheries.
Of course, humans have long been affecting fisheries
and fish habitats in many ways other than by fishing.
We conduct seismic blasting and drill wells for energy
production, mine for sand, and discharge pollution and
agricultural runoff, all of which are well recognized to
cause significant harm to marine habitat. Under the
Magnuson–Stevens Act, federal agencies conducting
activities that may adversely affect EFH are required to
consult with NMFS on impacts to EFH. Councils may also

FIGURE 2: DEPICTION OF AN OTTER TRAWL, A COMMON METHOD OF BOTTOM TRAWLING, AND ITS IMPACTS
© Joe Shoulak Graphics
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© Courtesy of Peter Auster and Gulf of Maine 2014
Coral Science Team, UConn/UMaine/NOAA NMFS

© Courtesy of Peter Auster and Gulf of Maine 2014
Coral Science Team, UConn/UMaine/NOAA NMFS

Untrawled bottom habitat (Western Jordan Basin, left) and trawled bottom habitat (Central Jordan Basin, right) in the Gulf of Maine, New England Region.

comment on such actions. The other federal agencies must
consider recommendations from NMFS to minimize these
impacts but are not required to adopt them.38 Although
this report is limited in focus to fishing impacts on
marine habitat, other reviews have described significant
shortcomings of the EFH consultation requirement.39

HABITAT PROTECTIONS HELP CREATE HEALTHY
AND RESILIENT FISHERIES

A growing body of science connects habitat protection
to benefits to fisheries and the broader ecosystem. In
particular, when areas are closed to some or all fishing
gear (such as through a prohibition on bottom trawling
gear or on all commercial fishing gear) for all or part of
the year, there can be a range of both direct and indirect
benefits.40 Most directly, such closed or protected areas
can preserve and facilitate the recovery of damaged habitat
for commercially or recreationally targeted species,
resulting in population improvements in the closed area.
For example, protected areas in New England preserved
the gravel-cobble habitat of Atlantic cod, which improved
survival rates of juvenile fish.41 At the same time, these
areas provided improved feeding opportunities, leading to
higher cod growth rates within them.42
More indirectly, protected areas can increase populations
of one species that then improve habitat for others. For
example, in a protected area off California’s Anacapa
Island, more abundant lobsters kept sea urchins in check,
which improved the health of kelp forests that are vital
habitat for a host of targeted fish and other species.43
Protected areas in coral reef ecosystems provide another
such example. Larvae from protected coral colonies can
spill over to benefit other areas. In some cases, the higher
diversity of fish species that consume macroalgae in the
protected areas is believed to be a critical component of
maintaining the health of the reef, which in turn provides
vital ecosystem services to a range of commercially
and recreationally valuable species.44 Importantly, the
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benefits from improved habitat health in protected areas
can take years to unfold through ecosystems.45 Scientists
believe that improved ecological and population health
and diversity occurring in protected areas contributes to
resilience against disturbance and change, such as from
ocean warming.46
We should note that area closures are frequently intended
not only to protect habitat—and thereby benefit population
health—but also to directly improve population health.
Such closures may be used to reduce fishing mortality
of species targeted with the prohibited gear, as well as
bycatch of nontarget species. They can protect populations
during critical life stages like spawning, reduce the catch
of undersize or juvenile fish, and improve population age
structures.47 Numbers and biomass of fish, particularly
target species, have been shown to be higher in protected
areas than in fished areas.48 Protected areas can also
enhance production, including by protecting older, more
fecund females, resulting in spillover of adults or larvae
to surrounding areas.49 Protected areas can be crucial
components of management systems using other effortbased measures or output controls (e.g., catch limits).50 In
cases of depleted stocks suffering from habitat damage,
for example, the use of habitat protection areas together
with direct limits on catch is considered the most
effective means of recovering the stocks.51 The benefits
of a protected area generally depend, in addition to
characteristics of the species of interest (e.g., mobility,
population status, and fecundity), on such factors as the
area’s level of protection, trophic (food web) interactions,
fishing pressure, degree of enforcement, size, age, and
degree of isolation.52
Closing an area to all commercial fishing gear, or to
all fishing gear, provides the highest level of habitat
protection. As a result of both habitat recovery and direct
reductions in fishing mortality, this type of protection has
been shown generally to provide greater direct benefits for
fish populations—i.e., increases in fish density, biomass,
and diversity—than partially protected areas, such as those
NRDC

© Joe Hoyt/NOAA

Corals and nudibranch (sea slug) egg case in Cordell Bank National Marine Sanctuary off the coast of California.

closed only to bottom trawling.53 Areas closed to all fishing
are also easier than partial closures to enforce.54
With respect to habitat impacts specifically, an area closed
to bottom trawling but open to other forms of commercial
fishing may still suffer bottom habitat damage from
dredges, or from pelagic or midwater trawls that come in
contact with the bottom. In Alaska, for example, pelagic
gear used in areas closed to bottom trawling was estimated
to contact the seafloor 44 percent of the time.55 There
may also be damage from traps, pots and bottom longlines
that are placed on the ocean floor, which can be dragged
along the bottom during retrieval.56 Ecologically important
species, such as forage species or large predators, may still
be caught or harmed in such an area using gear other than
bottom trawls.57 Finally, vessel noise and the act of fishing
itself can reduce habitat value, including by disrupting
essential activities like spawning or feeding.
The most effective spatial extent and configuration of
protected areas depends on multiple factors, including
the underlying purpose, the nature of the closure (full
or partial), and the characteristics of the species,
population(s), fishery (or fisheries), and habitat(s). One
modeling study indicated that 25 percent or more of a
conceptual benthic community should be protected from
bottom-tending gear to prevent significant and permanent
changes in the species composition of this community
and its ecological functioning.58 With respect to fisheries
productivity, modeling of different-size areas closed to
fishing for certain mobile species showed that long-term
accumulated yields were maximized when 20 to 30 percent
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of the modeled ocean area was protected.59 Even larger
protected areas, i.e., where more than 50 percent of total
fished area was closed to fishing, produced improvements
in yield in cases of high-value, highly mobile species or
species subject to overfishing.60 Other modeling studies
have similarly indicated that, for many types of fisheries,
one-third or more of a stock’s fishing ground should
be placed off limits in a well-designed protected area
network to maximize fisheries benefits.61 Finally, a 2016
review of 144 studies found that protected area coverage
that met a range of biodiversity, ecosystem services, and
socioeconomic objectives averaged 37 percent and that
these objectives were rarely met when protected area
coverage was in the single digits.62 Most recently, a report
commissioned by the international High Level Panel for a
Sustainable Ocean Economy pointed to “strong evidence”
that “well-enforced, fully protected” areas that include
“30–40 percent of key marine habitats will conserve
biodiversity, enhance biomass and abundance of marine life
as well as improve the resilience of marine ecosystems.”63
Our ability to fully restore and to conserve over the
long term one of our nation’s most prized natural assets,
our ocean fisheries, just as climate change makes that
task exponentially more difficult, will require fisheries
managers to address marine ecosystem health through
robust habitat protection.64 Twenty-five years after marine
habitat protection provisions were added to the MSA, we
need to revisit these provisions and examine whether they
provide fisheries managers with tools that are up to the
task.

NRDC

Methodology Overview
For each of the eight fishery management regions, our
analysis looked at the federal waters (state waters were
excluded) under the council’s jurisdiction and examined
the areas designated by the council as EFH as well as
certain habitats that are indicated to be important and/or
vulnerable. We examined the extent to which such areas
have been protected from bottom trawling for habitat
protection purposes, or protected from all commercial
fishing gear (or all fishing gear) for habitat protection
purposes. Specifically, we used geospatial analysis
(ArcGIS) and reviewed regulatory documents to analyze
the following:
1.	Areal extent of EFH and bottom trawling habitat
closures. We examined (a) the extent of each regional
council’s federal jurisdictional area that the council has
designated as EFH for one or more species, and (b) the
extent of designated EFH that has been closed to bottom
trawling year-round for habitat protection purposes.

2.	Protection of habitat at risk of bottom trawling.
For those councils that have closed large EFH areas
to bottom trawling, we examined the extent to which
such gear poses a current threat to the habitat, such as
whether bottom trawling was historically conducted
there before the closure was put in place.
3.	Protection of important or vulnerable habitats
from bottom trawling. We examined the degree
to which the council has designated and protected
HAPCs from bottom trawling year-round, as well as
protected habitat areas that are subject to multiple
EFH designations (based on the assumption that such
habitat may be more valuable because it benefits multiple
species).
4.	Extent of EFH areas protected from all commercial
fishing. We examined whether the council had closed
any EFH to all commercial fishing (or all fishing) for
habitat protection purposes. This is the strongest level of
EFH protection, similar to the level of protection in most
marine national monuments.

© G.P. Schmahl/Flower Garden Banks NMS via NOAA

Schools of creolefish and rockhind at Flower Garden Banks, Gulf of Mexico region.
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We focused on closures to bottom trawling (analyses 1
to 3 above) because this gear is the most widely used of
all bottom-tending mobile gear and is associated with
significant habitat impacts.65 Bottom trawls are also the
gear most frequently restricted by councils for habitat
protection purposes and thus provide a broadly applicable
common metric to use across the different councils.66 We
note that dredges were also prohibited in the majority
of areas where bottom trawls were prohibited, meaning
that those areas were closed to all bottom-tending mobile
gear. Such areas where all bottom-tending mobile gear is
prohibited are discussed as such in our findings.
We also made the following methodological decisions in
assessing EFH protections:
We generally only included closures whose primary
basis was a council’s EFH authority, even if the council in
question also cited other purposes and/or authorities. In
certain cases, we included habitat-focused closures that
were not strictly EFH closures, but rather implemented
under other council MSA authority, when their omission
would have significantly distorted the assessment of the
region’s EFH protection performance. Such closures
include the “coral HAPCs” in the South Atlantic and Gulf
of Mexico, and deep-sea coral protection zones in the
Mid-Atlantic and Pacific regions. Because this report’s
focus is on the councils’ implementation of the MSA’s
EFH requirements, our analysis did not consider EFH
designated by NMFS for the Atlantic highly migratory
species fishery (which includes species such as swordfish
and tuna, and which is managed by NMFS rather than the
regional councils).

n



n



In looking at areas closed to bottom trawling yearround, we excluded closures that were not considered
to be permanent at the time of creation; this included
study or research areas and seasonal closures.67 We also
excluded partial closures, e.g., where use of trawl gear is
prohibited for some fisheries but not others.

n



n



We only considered actions that had been approved in
final form by NMFS, not simply by the fishery council.

For detailed maps of each regional council’s jurisdictional
boundaries, EFH designations, and protections,
see Appendix 1. A more detailed description of our
methodology is provided in Appendix 2. Appendix 3
provides a table of specific habitat areas we considered for
each region.
Finally, we want to note that, under the MSA, each council
is responsible for developing management and conservation
measures within its jurisdiction. In large part because of
this, each region has a unique story to tell in how marine
habitat and EFH specifically has been protected, informed
by the council’s management history and tradition, by
the nature of the region’s marine habitat and fisheries,
and even by how other laws, such as the Antiquities Act
or National Marine Sanctuaries Act, have been used in
the region to protect habitat. We have tried to draw out
these distinctions in our discussion. We do not discuss
each council’s performance with respect to all of the above
criteria, but rather discuss regional examples where they
are illustrative of trends, provide insight into the councils’
process for protecting EFH, or are otherwise relevant.

We only considered closures (both bottom trawling and
complete closures) for which habitat protection was a
primary purpose. Although closures designed entirely to
reduce fishing mortality can provide habitat protection,
we did not consider these, as they are frequently
modified or eliminated for non-habitat related reasons.
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Findings and Discussion
THE MSA’S EFH REQUIREMENT IS GREATLY
UNDERUTILIZED

Our analysis found that, with a few exceptions, the MSA’s
requirement that councils protect EFH to the extent
practicable is not effectively reducing ongoing adverse
effects of fishing gear on habitat, nor is it meeting its
potential as a tool to preserve ocean ecosystem health.

1. Half of the councils have protected little EFH overall
from bottom trawling

We found that all eight councils have designated 42 percent
or more of the waters under their jurisdiction as EFH.
In four cases (Caribbean, Western Pacific, Pacific, and
North Pacific Councils), all or nearly all of the councils’
jurisdiction has been designated as EFH.68

Ultimately, what is most important in minimizing fishing’s
adverse effects on EFH is whether councils have taken the
next step and put protective measures in place. Councils
for the Mid-Atlantic, New England, Gulf of Mexico, and
Caribbean have each protected 5 percent or less of EFH in
their respective regions from bottom trawling.69 Figure 3
shows how much EFH has been designated by each council
(as a percent of federal waters) and what percent of this
EFH has been protected from bottom trawling for habitat
protection purposes.
The MSA requires that councils protect EFH from the
adverse effects of fishing “to the extent practicable.”
Individual councils have been given extensive leeway in
interpreting what protections are “practicable.” NMFS
regulations state only that they should consider “the nature
and extent of the adverse effect on EFH and the long- and

© Deepwater Canyons 2013 Expedition, NOAA-OER/BOEM/USGS

Octopus, cup corals, and sea star on deepwater canyon wall, Mid-Atlantic region.
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short-term costs and benefits of potential management
measures to EFH, associated fisheries, and the nation.”70
Councils have routinely interpreted “practicability” to
prioritize continued fishing access—and avoiding the
possible short-term costs of losing such access—over
habitat protection and the long-term costs of habitat
degradation.71
For example, in 2002 the Mid-Atlantic Council considered
various alternatives for protecting EFH designated for
the summer flounder, scup, and black sea bass fishery.
These included closing a large undersea canyon known

as Hudson Canyon (which was designated as HAPC for
tilefish and EFH for 17 managed species) to bottom-tending
mobile gear, and prohibiting bottom-tending mobile gear
in nearshore EFH areas in cooperation with the Atlantic
Coastal states. Ultimately, however, they rejected these in
favor of no action.72 In 2008, when the council did choose
to close two different undersea canyons to bottom trawling
by vessels in the mackerel, squid, and butterfish fishery,
it selected the action that “affords the least protection to
EFH among the action alternatives,” rejecting other, more
protective alternatives as not practicable.73

FIGURE 3: EFH DESIGNATED AND PROTECTED FROM BOTTOM TRAWLING IN FEDERAL WATERS

NEW ENGLAND
NORTH
PACIFIC

PACIFIC

MID-ATLANTIC
Puerto Rico

WESTERN PACIFIC

Also including: Wake Island, Midway Atoll,Johnson Island, Palmyr Atoll
and Kingman Reef, Jarvis Island, and Baker and Howland Islands.

Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands

CARIBBEAN

Main Hawaiian
Islands

SOUTH ATLANTIC
U.S. Virgin Islands

GULF OF MEXICO

Guam
American Samoa

Region

% of region’s in federal waters designated as EFH

% of council-designated EFH in federal waters protected from bottom trawlinga

Gulf of Mexico

44%

1%

Caribbean

96%

<1%b

Western Pacific

100%c

100%

Pacific

100%

90%

North Pacific

100%

39%

New England

66%

5%

Mid-Atlantic

52%

3%

South Atlantic

64%

18%

52%

96%

a	This percentage includes both protections from bottom trawl gear implemented through the EFH provision and other protections from this gear implemented under the
MSA for the purposes of habitat protection. For details, see Appendices 2 and 3.
b	The Caribbean Council has not expressly prohibited bottom trawling in its protected EFH. However, we give the council credit for protections in our analysis because
bottom trawl gear is not used in the region, and the council has prohibited bottom-tending gear that is actively used in the region (bottom longlines, gillnets, trammel nets,
pots, and traps). See page 16 and Appendix 2. Appendix 3 includes a table of areas included in this analysis for the Caribbean region.
c	The Western Pacific Council’s narrative descriptions of EFH cover 100 percent of its jurisdiction in federal waters.
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shrimp trawling in an area that had been protected for
more than two decades.81

Atlantic cod at Cashes Ledge, New England region.

Of the designated EFH that the Mid-Atlantic Council has
protected, almost all of it has been protected through
the MSA’s discretionary provision, rather than its EFH
authority, for the protection of deep-sea coral habitat.74
In 2015 the council used this discretionary provision
to create the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep-Sea Coral
Protection Area, which encompasses 38,000 square
miles of deep-sea habitat, including 27 ecologically rich
submarine canyons. Bottom trawling and use of other
bottom-tending gear—except for red crab and lobster
traps, the two types of bottom gear principally used in
the protected area—are prohibited in the area to protect
deep-sea coral colonies, which are very slow-growing,
highly vulnerable to disturbance, and foundational habitat
for slope ecosystems.75 Because the vast majority of the
protected area is in deeper waters than any EFH designated
by the council, only 3 percent of council-designated EFH
in the Mid-Atlantic region is considered closed to bottom
trawling.76
Another example of prioritizing fishing access over habitat
protection occurred recently in New England. In 2018 the
New England Council dramatically reworked its system
of EFH protections and reduced protections from bottomtending mobile gear in several important habitat areas.77
In the case of the historically highly productive Georges
Bank area, the council opted—despite NMFS’s strong
objection—to reduce by 80 percent the areal extent of longstanding EFH areas closed to bottom-tending mobile gear
to protect important habitats.78 The council considered
protecting other areas on Georges Bank that would have
encompassed more of its vulnerable seabed habitats but
opted against doing so based on its assessment of possible
economic impacts to the scallop and groundfish fisheries.79
The council also reopened the Nantucket Lightship habitat
closure, which had been the largest area in the region
fully protected from bottom-tending mobile gear.80 In the
Western Gulf of Maine, the council allowed damaging
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Throughout the New England Council’s years-long EFH
revision process, protections for the ecologically rich
Cashes Ledge, which contains complex bottom habitat
considered crucial shelter, spawning, and nursery areas
for highly depleted Atlantic cod, were intensely debated.82
Much of Cashes Ledge had been closed to bottom trawling
through a habitat closure since 2002.83 The council
ultimately settled on creating a new habitat protection area
in Cashes Ledge almost a third smaller than it had been.
Although a portion of the area no longer part of the habitat
closure has been retained as a so-called mortality closure
for cod, this designation does not protect the area for its
overall habitat value, and the fishing industry has already
expressed an interest in gaining access to this area as soon
as the status of cod allows it.84
With respect to the Caribbean, bottom-tending mobile
gear (i.e., trawls and dredges) have not historically been
used in this region, making restrictions on such gear less
necessary.85 The Caribbean Council has protected a small
amount (less than 1 percent) of its EFH from other bottomtending gear such as bottom longlines.86 That said, the
Caribbean Fishery Management Council in 2004 considered
but rejected a prohibition on bottom-tending gear in
known coral areas. Despite the vulnerability and ecological
importance of such habitat, the council considered this
alternative to be “impracticable.”87

2. The four councils that have protected a large portion
of their designated EFH from bottom trawling have done
so largely in “freeze the footprint” closures, which can
provide important but limited benefits

The Western Pacific Council, Pacific Council, North
Pacific Council, and South Atlantic Council have all closed
appreciable portions—100 percent, 90 percent, 39 percent,
and 18 percent, respectively—of EFH in their jurisdictional
areas to bottom trawling for habitat protection purposes
(Figure 3). The overwhelming proportion of the protected
EFH—more than 92 percent in each of the four regions—
is in large, “freeze the footprint” closures.88 These are
closures intended to prohibit the use of fishing gear that
can harm habitat, like bottom trawls, in new areas while
allowing the gear’s use to continue where it has occurred
historically.
“Freeze the footprint” closures are frequently considered
a best practice for controlling bottom trawling impacts.89
They are intended to prevent the expansion of the use of
harmful bottom gear into new and often highly vulnerable
areas, such as deep-sea coral habitat. Because they
have not been subject to bottom trawling, these benthic
environments are often still pristine and provide a high
level of ecosystem services. Some of these habitats also
have very long recovery times—many deep-sea coral
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species, for example, grow very slowly, over hundreds, even
thousands, of years.90 Even limited fishing in these habitats,
such as to “prospect” for new commercially exploitable fish
populations, can cause long-term damage.
Although “freeze the footprint” closures serve an important
purpose, their dominant role in the four regions is also
problematic. The vast majority, by areal extent, of the areas
that have been closed to bottom trawling are too deep or
rugged for currently used bottom trawling gear. Most of
the areas are also not considered important habitat—or
designated as EFH—for fish species targeted with bottom
trawls. This means that the councils have located their
largest bottom trawling closures almost entirely in areas
that are under little to no immediate threat from that
fishing gear.
Experts have noted that “the end goal [should be] to
protect important habitat types that are representative
of the broader ecosystem” and that “some fished areas
may represent unique and important benthic habitat that
should be protected and restored.”91 In these respects, the
fisheries and ecological benefits of “freeze the footprint”
closures are inherently limited. By definition, such closures
will not protect and restore unique and important habitat
areas if those areas are not being fished. In other words,
this type of closure protects against potential future harm
but does not mitigate current ongoing harm, irrespective
of the habitat’s value in an unfished condition. Moreover, it
is readily apparent that, in the respective regions, “freeze
the footprint” closures are not generally conserving
representative mosaics of habitats. Almost all of the
fisheries councils’ large bottom trawling closures protect
deep-sea bottom habitat, and not the diversity of shallower

habitats, many of them rich, productive, and/or sensitive to
disturbance, in the different regions.92
In the case of the Western Pacific, the council’s bottom
trawl closures significantly predate the EFH requirement.
Available information indicates that bottom-tending
mobile gear, including bottom trawls, were historically
not used by U.S. fisheries in the region, largely because of
the great depth and rugged nature of most of the region’s
ocean bottom.93 In the 1980s, the council evaluated several
potentially destructive gear types, including bottomtending gear, and precautionarily banned their use under
several different fishery management plans. In 2002 the
council additionally prohibited tangle net dredges and
other nonselective coral harvesting equipment to protect
corals throughout its jurisdiction.94 These prohibitions
effectively mean that all U.S. federal waters in the Western
Pacific have been legally off limits to bottom trawling for
about four decades.
In the North Pacific, more than 92 percent of the area
closed to bottom trawling for habitat protection purposes
are “freeze the footprint” closures composed of just
three areas: the Aleutian Islands Habitat Conservation
Area, the Bering Sea Habitat Conservation Area, and the
North Bering Sea Research Area.95 In considering these
closures, the North Pacific Council estimated that the
areas to be closed accounted for at most 1 to 2 percent of
revenues in the relevant fisheries and that this very limited
fishing activity could be moved into adjacent open areas.96
The North Pacific Council has also closed 15 discrete
seamount areas, in which little meaningful bottom trawling
historically has occurred.97 If we remove from the equation
these areas where bottom trawling was already unlikely
© Gulf of Alaska 2004 Expedition, NOAA Office of Ocean Exploration

Primnoid coral and orange brittle stars in the Gulf of Alaska, North Pacific region.
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FIGURE 4: BOTTOM TRAWL CLOSURES (HABITAT-BASED) IN THE NORTH PACIFIC REGION WITH LARGE CLOSURES IN
HISTORICALLY UNTRAWLED AREAS HIGHLIGHTED
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to occur, only 3 percent of the region’s EFH is protected
from bottom trawling. Figure 4 shows the relative extent of
these closed areas that occur in historically untrawled areas
compared to the remaining North Pacific region’s habitat
closures.
It should be noted that significant EFH areas in this
region have been closed to bottom trawling to reduce crab
mortality. As discussed in greater detail below, the council
has also closed the entirety of its Arctic Management Area
to fishing as a study area.98 These areas are excluded from
our analysis because habitat protection is not a primary
purpose of their implementation.
In the Pacific region, the Pacific Council and NMFS
implemented a new EFH protection plan for managed
groundfish species in January 2020. More than 90 of the
119 species managed by the council are groundfish, and
the gear used in this fishery poses the greatest threat to
bottom habitat. The new plan included reconfigured and
new areas closed to bottom trawling to protect habitat—
including areas with deep-sea corals and sponges, rocky
ridges and slopes, and undersea canyons and seamounts—
and the reopening of areas closed to rebuild groundfish
now considered recovered. Much of the system of new
habitat-protection closures was negotiated by groups of
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stakeholders that included fishermen, NRDC, and other
nongovernmental ocean conservation organizations.
The Pacific Council’s plan as updated includes two large
closures to protect EFH: (1) a bottom trawling prohibition
in groundfish EFH deeper than 1,280 meters along the
entire coast, and (2) a bottom trawling ban in most of
the Southern California Bight.99 The plan also prohibits
bottom trawling in the 319,000-square-kilometer Deep-Sea
Ecosystem Conservation Area (DECA), which encompasses
waters deeper than 3,500 meters along most of the
California coast (from offshore Mendocino south).100
Together, these three areas (the closure in groundfish EFH
deeper than 1,280 meters, the Southern California Bight
closure, and the Deep-Sea Ecosystem Conservation Area)

encompass 95 percent of all EFH protected from bottom
trawling by the Pacific Council. According to council and
agency documents, however, little to no bottom trawling
historically has occurred in these areas.101 Figure 5 shows
the relative areal extent of the three large “freeze the
footprint” closed areas versus the remaining closed areas in
the Pacific region . We do note that the Southern California
Bight, while not currently bottom trawled, contains
shallower areas that might be vulnerable to trawling in
the future, something that is generally infeasible with the
much deeper 1,280+ meter and DECA closures. Moreover,
the Pacific Council has prohibited bottom trawling in a
relatively high percentage (compared to other councils) of
shallower—and thus potentially more at risk—areas off
central and northern California, Oregon, and Washington.

FIGURE 5: BOTTOM TRAWL CLOSURES (HABITAT-BASED) IN THE PACIFIC REGION
WITH LARGE CLOSURES IN HISTORICALLY UNTRAWLED AREAS HIGHLIGHTED
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In the South Atlantic, the Stetson–Miami Terrace Coral
HAPC is the region’s largest closed area, accounting for
92 percent of designated EFH closed to bottom-tending
mobile gear. This includes Stetson Reef off South Carolina,
which contains hundreds of pinnacles that support
more than 200 coral mounds, and Miami Terrace’s
rugged hardbottom habitats with corals, octocorals, and
sponges.102 When the council created the closed area in
the late 2000s, it carefully plotted the area’s landward
boundary approximately along the 400-meter depth
contour in order to exclude 99 percent of recorded fishing
locations of the royal red shrimp fishery, the only trawl
fishery active in the area.103 The council also created
shrimp “access areas” where shrimp trawling was allowed
in coral habitat inside the protected area along its western
edge in order to eliminate even this minimal economic
impact; access areas for the golden crab fishery were

created as well.104 Figure 6 shows the relative areal extent
of the Stetson-Miami Terrace Coral HAPC versus the
remaining closed areas in the South Atlantic.
Similar to these “freeze the footprint” closures that
were not intended to target current bottom trawling
areas, our analysis also found that when councils did
take action to protect habitat, they at times targeted
habitats already protected through other means. For
example, in 2006 the Gulf of Mexico Council announced
protections from bottom trawling for six HAPCs that it
had just designated. However, four of the six areas were
already protected through previous actions.105 Of the two
HAPCs that benefited from new protections, one was
only partially protected, with half of the area remaining
open to bottom fishing.106 New England offers another
example of this practice. Historically, the council there has
frequently overlapped its habitat closures with preexisting

FIGURE 6: BOTTOM TRAWL CLOSURES (HABITAT-BASED) IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC
REGION WITH LARGE CLOSURES IN HISTORICALLY UNTRAWLED AREAS HIGHLIGHTED
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mortality closures. In the council’s 2003 amendments to
the Northeast Multispecies Fishery Management Plan
(FMP) and Sea Scallop FMP, approximately 80 percent of
habitat closures were redundant, overlapping with existing
mortality closures.107
In sum, current fishing activity and any preexisting closures
in a given area are important factors in considering the
effectiveness of EFH protections in each region. “Freeze
the footprint” closures can protect the health of significant
and vulnerable habitats. However, where the vast majority
of bottom closures to protect EFH are located in areas
that are under little to no threat from such fishing gear or
encompass a limited diversity of habitats, implementation
of the EFH provision is not likely to fully meet the purpose
of reducing fishing’s impacts on habitat. Such closures
should be supplemented with closures targeting other types
of habitats, including important habitats that may actively
be subject to fishing with harmful gear.

3. Councils have performed unevenly in protecting
certain particularly important or vulnerable habitats
from bottom trawling
Our analysis also examined how well councils have
protected certain habitats that are considered highly
vulnerable to disturbance and/or of high conservation
value, including HAPCs and areas subject to multiple
overlapping EFH designations. Prohibition of bottom
trawling in sensitive or rare habitats is commonly
considered a best practice for controlling the impacts
of such gear.108

Most Councils Fall Short in Identifying
and Protecting HAPCs

Councils are encouraged by the regulatory guidelines to
designate HAPCs within EFH in order to focus conservation
priorities.109 The HAPC provision is discretionary, stating
only that councils should designate areas that satisfy
the criteria as HAPCs (e.g., ecological importance or
sensitivity) for each of their fishery management plans,
not that they must. Moreover, when HAPCs are designated,
councils are not expressly required to protect them from
fishing impacts. We note that, in cases where an HAPC is
designated but not protected, the designation may still play
a role in helping to prevent or mitigate non-fishing impacts
or promoting research and monitoring.
All eight of the councils have designated HAPCs within
their regions.110 However, in most cases, the areal extent
encompassed by designated HAPCs in federal waters
(as a percentage of EFH) is very low. For example, the
Caribbean, Mid-Atlantic, and North Pacific councils have
designated approximately 1 percent or less of their EFH in
federal waters as HAPC, and the Gulf of Mexico and Pacific
councils have designated only slightly more, approximately
4 percent.111
Significantly, even when councils do designate an area as
an HAPC, they frequently do not protect it. Three of the
councils have protected less than 50 percent of designated
HAPCs in federal waters from bottom trawling. There
generally is an inverse correlation between percentage of
HAPC designated and percentage of HAPC protected. In
other words, the more habitat areas a council designates as
HAPCs, the less it has protected in most cases.

TABLE 1
Regiona

% of EFH in federal waters designated as HAPCb

% of HAPC in federal waters protected from bottom trawling

Gulf of Mexico

4%

24%

Caribbean

<1%

70%c

Pacific

4%

89%

North Pacific

1%

99%

New England

6%

24%

Mid-Atlantic

<1%

100%

South Atlantic

41%

43%

a	The Western Pacific region is not included in this HAPC table or analysis because geospatial data for HAPC designations were unavailable. However, the Western Pacific
Council has acted to protect all of its designated HAPCs in federal waters because of its blanket ban on bottom trawling in the region.
b	Calculations include designations and protections implemented pursuant to both the EFH authority and other MSA authority if implemented for habitat protection purposes.
These include, for the South Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, designations of Coral HAPCs and their closure to bottom trawling, in order to protect sensitive corals, that took
place before enactment of the EFH requirement. For more information on which areas are included for each region, see Appendices 2 and 3.
c	The Caribbean Council has not expressly prohibited bottom trawling in its protected EFH or HAPCs. However, we give the council credit for protections in our analysis
because bottom trawl gear is not used in the region, and the council has prohibited bottom-tending gear that is actively used in the region (bottom longlines, gillnets,
trammel nets, pots, and traps).
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It should be noted that many councils, such as the
Caribbean, have designated many HAPCs (by areal extent)
in state waters; because councils lack authority to regulate
fishing impacts in state waters, these designations are
not included in our analysis. Also, the Western Pacific
region was excluded from this part of our analysis because
geospatial data for HAPC designations were unavailable.
However, it is safe to say that the Western Pacific Council
has acted to protect all of its designated HAPCs in federal
waters because of its blanket ban on bottom trawling in the
region.
The South Atlantic Council has made relatively robust
use of HAPCs. More than 40 percent of the region’s
EFH in federal waters has been designated as HAPCs, a
significantly higher percentage than in any other region.
And 43 percent of this has been closed to bottom trawling.
This means nearly 18 percent of the region’s EFH in federal
waters has been protected from bottom trawling in the form
of HAPCs, compared with an average of approximately 1
percent across the other regions (excluding the Western
Pacific). The vast majority of these South Atlantic closures
are encompassed by the more than 21,000-square-mile
Stetson–Miami Terrace Coral HAPC, the region’s large
“freeze the footprint” closure discussed above.112 For a
detailed map of all EFH protections in the South Atlantic
region, see Appendix 1.113

The South Atlantic Council’s practice of identifying and
protecting sensitive and important habitat areas in the
region started even before the EFH provision was added
to the MSA. In the 1980s, the council protected coral and
other living bottom habitat areas as Coral HAPCs.114 The
South Atlantic Council’s original, pre-EFH designations
included the then 92-square-mile Oculina Bank HAPC, an
area encompassing approximately one-third of the known
Oculina reef system, which, upon the recommendation
of scientists, the council closed to the growing roller
trawl fishery in order to prevent further damage.115 The
council expanded the protected area and designated it as
EFH HAPC in 2000. Unfortunately, however, research
has shown that between the 1970s and the expansion in
2000, most of the Oculina coral ecosystem had already
experienced severe or complete loss of coral habitat due
primarily to trawling in the unprotected areas, with the
only remaining intact reefs of significant size occurring
within the boundaries of the originally protected HAPC.116
In 2015 the council again significantly expanded the
Oculina Bank HAPC to protect new discoveries of deep-sea
corals.117
The South Atlantic’s neighboring council, the Gulf of
Mexico Council, has made much less use of the HAPC
tool. Overall, the Gulf of Mexico Council has identified
only 4 percent of EFH in federal waters as HAPCs or
Coral HAPCs, and it has protected less than a quarter (24
percent) of this relatively small area from bottom trawling.

© NOAA

Black sea bass in Gray's Reef National Marine Sanctuary, South Atlantic Region.
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In the early 1980s, jointly with the South Atlantic Council,
the Gulf of Mexico Council designated HAPCs and
prohibited bottom-tending mobile gear at both the East and
West Flower Garden Banks and Florida Middle Grounds
in order to protect coral reefs.118 However, when the Gulf
Council subsequently designated a number of additional
HAPCs under the council’s EFH authority, including the
Sonnier, Geyer, Alderdice, and MacNeil Banks in the
northwestern Gulf of Mexico, it did not restrict fishing
with bottom-tending mobile gear in the new HAPCs.119 The
Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary took it
upon itself to begin a process to protect these critical coral
habitats through an expansion of the sanctuary, noting,
“It is evident that additional resource protection provided
by sanctuary status may be warranted.”120 Sanctuary staff
observed fishing gear impacts at nearly all of the HAPCs
left unprotected by the council, as well as at several other
habitat areas identified as important that the council had
neglected to designate or protect as HAPCs, including
Horseshoe Bank, Elvers Bank, and Parker Bank.121 In 2020
NMFS approved the council’s designation of 21 additional
HAPCs in nearly 500 square miles of discrete areas known
to contain fragile deepwater corals, including ancient black
coral and other stony coral species.122 The council selected
the 21 sites from an original list of almost 50 coral “hot
spots” encompassing nearly 1,200 square miles identified
by scientists. Of the 21 new HAPCs, the council closed only
13 to bottom-tending mobile gear, leaving the nearly 200
square miles of rich coral communities in the other eight
HAPCs vulnerable to damaging gear.123
In 2018 the New England Council approved 16 new
HAPCs as part of its Omnibus EFH amendment. This was
a significant increase over the two original HAPCs put
in place in 1998: the Northern Edge HAPC for juvenile
Atlantic cod on Georges Bank and HAPC for Atlantic
salmon in 11 Maine rivers.124 The new HAPCs include an
HAPC encompassing the ecologically rich Cashes Ledge
area, a HAPC encompassing a portion of the Stellwagen
National Marine Sanctuary, and 12 HAPCs encompassing
underwater canyons and seamounts off the New England
coast, which are home to ecologically important, rare, and
highly vulnerable deep-sea coral communities. But whereas
the two original HAPCs were 100 percent protected, the
New England Council left the majority of these newly
designated HAPCs open to destructive bottom trawling and
dredging (one exception being the bottom trawl closure in
the Great South Channel habitat management area, which
overlaps with the HAPC for juvenile cod).125 While not yet
finalized by NMFS at the time of this report's publication
and therefore not included in our analysis, we also note
that the New England Council has approved “freeze the
footprint”-type deep-sea coral protection zones under the
MSA’s discretionary deep-sea coral authority, similar to
the Mid-Atlantic’s Frank R. Lautenberg Deep-Sea Coral
Protection Area.126 Although the council has not designated
EFH in the vast majority of the closed areas, these areas
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will protect deeper portions of the canyon and seamount
HAPCs from expanded use of bottom-tending mobile
gear.127
No council has made less use of the HAPC designation than
the Mid-Atlantic Council, which has attributed this largely
to a lack of information.128 The council has designated
HAPCs for summer flounder, but these are primarily in
state, not federal, waters, thus precluding the council from
directly regulating use of fishing gear in these areas.129 In
2000 the council designated a substantial area of habitat
in the region as HAPC for tilefish, but in 2009 it drastically
reduced this HAPC to encompass only portions of four
offshore canyons located outside the area where tilefish
were primarily caught. Two of the canyons were already
subject to EFH closures under a different management
plan. In the same action, the council closed most of the
area in these HAPCs to bottom-tending mobile gear but left
open the shallowest portions at the behest of the fishing
industry.130 On the positive side, the Mid-Atlantic Council’s
creation of the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep-Sea Coral
Protection Area in 2015 served to protect additional tilefish
EFH and HAPC.
Finally, we want to note that in some cases, a council’s
failure to identify and protect HAPCs, and to consistently
update protection measures, does not necessarily equate
to a failure to identify and protect highly sensitive or
important habitat. Specifically, in its most recent revision
of its groundfish EFH protection plan, the Pacific Council
chose to largely adopt a negotiated protection plan that
identified and protected certain important and sensitive
habitat areas without using the HAPC tool.

Some Councils Fall Short in Protecting Areas
Subject to Multiple EFH Designations

To further understand how councils’ protection efforts
align with the location of important habitats, we examined
how well the areas that councils have closed to bottom
trawling align with areas subject to multiple overlapping
EFH designations. The assumption here is that the more
EFH designations for various species in an area, the higher
its likely overall habitat value for managed stocks. This
mode of analysis proved helpful in certain regions, such
as the North Pacific, that have not extensively utilized the
HAPC designation but may still be protecting valuable
habitat. The regional maps provided in Appendix 1 show
the overlap between the number of EFH designations in a
habitat area and bottom trawl closures.
For each council, we also determined areas of what we
called “high-concentration EFH,” based on the presence
of 50 percent or more of a council’s EFH designations.
We then determined what areal extent of this highconcentration EFH had been protected from bottom
trawling. Given the complexities and regional differences
in the EFH designation process, the results of this analysis
should be considered qualitatively and with caveats.131
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That said, it is noteworthy that several councils (Gulf of
Mexico, Mid-Atlantic, and Caribbean) protected very small
amounts (less than 1 percent) of this high-concentration
EFH.
The most striking result was in the North Pacific region.
As previously shown in Figure 3, the North Pacific Council
has protected 39 percent of its EFH overall from bottom
trawling, making it one of the higher-performing regions
of our analysis by this measure. However, when we
considered only areas of high-concentration EFH, the
proportion protected dropped to 7 percent, indicating
that the council may not be aiming its closures at the most
important fish habitats. This limited overlap between
areas that the North Pacific Council chose to protect
from bottom trawling and areas subject to high numbers
of EFH designations is shown in Figure 7. To the extent
that areas subject to many EFH designations represents
highly productive areas for fisheries, it is reasonable to
expect that fishermen may focus their fishing efforts in
these areas. As previously discussed, such areas where
habitat is under current threat from fishing gear warrant
greater consideration for protections than they may have
previously received.

By contrast, in the South Atlantic, existing protections
appear to be more aligned with high-concentration EFH.
The South Atlantic has only seven categories of EFH
designations, identified at the level of fishery management
plans, whereas the North Pacific has nearly 10 times as
many designations, which go down to the level of species
life stages. This makes a direct comparison between the
two regions challenging. That said, our analysis found that
the South Atlantic has protected 18 percent of its EFH
overall from bottom trawling; but when looking at highconcentration EFH only, the proportion protected from
bottom trawling increases to 22 percent.

4. Councils have protected virtually no habitat from all
commercial fishing gear or all fishing gear

As discussed above, completely protecting an area from
fishing gear can improve fishery productivity, preserve
ocean ecosystem health, and foster marine ecosystem
resilience to climate change, particularly if adopted for
the long term. Councils, however, have largely ignored this
tool. We found only two examples of councils using their

FIGURE 7: OVERLAP BETWEEN HABITAT SUBJECT TO MULTIPLE EFH DESIGNATIONS AND BOTTOM TRAWL CLOSURES IN THE
NORTH PACIFIC REGION
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authority to create this type of protected areas in order to
protect their habitat attributes on a permanent basis: the
Hind Bank Marine Conservation District in the Caribbean
and the Tortugas Marine Reserves in the Gulf of Mexico.
Together, these two areas encompass 92 square miles, or
approximately 0.002 percent of all federal ocean waters.
In 1999 the Caribbean Council adopted the 17-square-mile
Hind Bank Marine Conservation District, a no-take and
no-anchoring reserve prohibiting both commercial and
recreational fishing, meant to conserve sensitive coral
habitats and declining populations of reef fish stocks.132
The council recognized the role this strong protection
would play in protecting EFH for important species
such as red hind and mutton snapper and their spawning
aggregations.133
In 2002 the Gulf of Mexico Council prohibited all fishing,
including recreational fishing, and anchoring in two
marine reserves: the Tortugas North and Tortugas South
Marine Reserves.134 The council action followed a multijurisdictional effort among the Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary, the National Marine Fisheries Service,
Everglades and Dry Tortugas National Parks, and the state
of Florida, together with fishermen and other stakeholders,
to find compromise on reserve boundaries that would
protect the important and sensitive habitat of this area
while limiting impacts on existing users.135

Councils have stopped just short of creating this type of
habitat protection—from all commercial gear or all fishing
gear—in a number of cases. A notable example of this
is the Arctic Management Area, a large area comprising
all federal waters of the U.S. Arctic in which the North
Pacific Council has prohibited all commercial fishing,
but only on an interim basis.140 The North Pacific Council
developed this precautionary management framework in
order to protect Arctic fishery resources until sufficient
study has been done and information is available to allow
a sustainable commercial fishery to proceed; meanwhile
it provides habitat protection benefits, including for
designated EFH in the Arctic.141 Other examples include the
Sitka Pinnacles Reserve, also in the North Pacific region,
and the deepwater snapper-grouper marine protected
areas in the South Atlantic region, which both still allow
commercial fishing of midwater species, as well as Ammen
Rock in the New England region, in which all commercial
fishing except for lobster has been prohibited.142 But the
fact remains that councils have been extremely reluctant
to set aside important habitat areas and protect them from
all impacts of commercial fishing (or both commercial
and recreational fishing) so that these areas can serve as
undisturbed, fully intact habitats to enhance both fisheries
and ocean health.

BENEFITS OF STRONG PROTECTIONS: THE TORTUGAS MARINE RESERVES
The Dry Tortugas, sitting at the very end of the Florida Keys, are home to a diverse array of marine habitats including deep coral reef habitats,
seagrass beds, and hardbottom areas. More than 400 species of fish inhabit this area, including several commercially and recreationally
important grouper species.136 The Gulf of Mexico Council created the Tortugas North and Tortugas South Marine Reserves in 2002. Since then,
the protections put in place have had numerous benefits:
Scientists studying the effects of the Tortugas Marine Reserves
found that the abundance of three commercially important species
(black grouper, mutton snapper, and yellowtail snapper) had
increased substantially (by 120 percent, 303 percent, and 367
percent, respectively) inside the marine reserve three years after its
establishment. By contrast, two of the three species did not fare as well
in an adjacent marine protected area that allowed recreational fishing:
one species increased less than half as much and the other actually
declined. None of the species improved in a monitored area that was
both commercially and recreationally fished.137
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Further studies have shown that the Tortugas Marine Reserves, coupled
with an adjacent marine reserve located in the Dry Tortugas National
Park, account for more than 60 percent of spawning adults of red
grouper, black grouper, and yellowtail snapper populations within the
entire South Florida reef ecosystem, demonstrating how protecting key
habitats and spawning fish from all fishing impacts can contribute to
healthy and functioning ecosystems.138

n 

A government economic analysis showed no reported losses for
recreational or commercial fishermen; in fact, commercial catches of
reef fish actually increased in the region.139

n 
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Red grouper, Dry Tortugas area, Gulf of Mexico region.
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Red coral and shrimp in Lydonia Canyon, Northeast Canyons and Seamounts Marine National Monument, New England Region.

We also note that the Western Pacific Fishery Management
Council used its authority under the MSA in 2004
to designate five areas as fully protected from both
commercial and recreational fishing.143 However, these
areas generally overlapped with preexisting national
wildlife refuges, in which all commercial fishing activity
had already been prohibited.144 As of 2009, all of the
protected areas had been subsumed into the Pacific Remote
Islands and Rose Atoll Marine National Monuments. The
monument designations reiterated the no-take restrictions
within 12 nautical miles of the islands and atolls, thus
overlapping with the national wildlife refuges and council
protections.145
Notwithstanding councils’ general inaction under the MSA,
there are significant ocean habitat areas fully protected
from all commercial fishing impacts that were created by
authorities other than the MSA. The state of California
has created a network of marine protected areas that
includes 59 areas protected from commercial fishing
(or both commercial and recreational fishing impacts),
encompassing more than 8 percent of state waters, plus
another 60-plus areas with lower levels of protection.146
This network includes the Channel Islands marine
protected areas, which extend into federal waters.147
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According to a recent scientific review, California’s MPA
system is demonstrating highly positive results, including
increased abundance and biomass of target species inside
protected areas, spillover into adjacent fished areas, and
continued profitability of commercial and recreational
fisheries.148
The overwhelming areal extent of ocean habitat in
U.S. waters protected from all commercial fishing gear
impacts is contained within the nation’s marine national
monument system.149 These marine national monuments
were designated under the Antiquities Act, a federal statute
that provides authority to protect scientific objects and
biodiversity, including important and sensitive habitats,
ecosystems, and species.150 Our geospatial analysis shows
that national monuments contain more than 99 percent
of the ocean areas in federal waters with this high level
of protection. In the Western Pacific, nearly 50 percent
of federal waters are highly protected within four marine
national monuments: Pacific Remote Islands, Rose Atoll,
Marianas Trench, and the roughly 140,000-square-mile
Papahānaumokuākea, which alone is home to more than
7,000 marine species, a quarter of which are endemic to the
Hawaiian Archipelago.151
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Recommendations
Our analysis of how the councils have—and have not—
implemented the Magnuson–Stevens Act’s essential fish
habitat requirement calls into question the efficacy of
the current policy. We found that, with a few exceptions,
councils are not using the tools at their disposal to reduce
ongoing adverse effects to EFH, leading to real concern for
the future of U.S. fisheries in a rapidly changing marine
ecosystem.
As policymakers consider improvements to federal
fisheries policy, updating the EFH requirement should
be a top priority. An improved policy should ensure that
essential fish habitat protections are used not only to
further sustainable fisheries management goals, but to
help build the ecological safety net our fisheries will need
to endure a rapidly changing ocean. Supporting fishery
managers with the resources and tools they need to protect
and restore ocean habitats should also be a top priority.
Specifically, we suggest that policymakers prioritize the
following actions, many of which have been recommended
previously by scientists and expert bodies:

1. REQUIRE THE DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF REGIONAL HABITAT
PROTECTION PLANS

Managers and outside experts have noted that the lack
of clear standards and objectives in the MSA, including
for how much habitat protection is enough, has made it
difficult to press forward with protection efforts.152 This
is particularly the case given that benefits are frequently
diffuse or difficult to quantify and occur over a long period
of time, and that managers may face strong opposition
from fishing community stakeholders that are currently
fishing in the areas targeted for protection. Moreover,
the caveat of protecting EFH “to the extent practicable”
limits fishery managers’ traction for protective action in
such circumstances. Lack of clear habitat conservation
objectives also prevents targeting of limited financial
resources for research and management, including
toward stocks that are particularly dependent on habitat,
vulnerable to its degradation, or not improving through
reductions in fishing mortality alone.
To address this dynamic, councils should be required
to develop, implement, and regularly update regional
habitat protection plans. NMFS should create guidance
for councils’ plan development and implementation, and
the plans should be subject to review by NMFS similar to
other plans required under the MSA. While tailored to the
needs and interests of each region, such plans should have
quantitative and measurable objectives and targets that
meet a generally applicable standard that NMFS sets in its
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guidance. Councils should consider a quantitative threshold
of fishing gear impacts to EFH, appropriate to the fishery
and habitat needs; for example, a council might stipulate
that if 10 percent or more of a specified areal extent of EFH
is damaged by bottom trawling, this would trigger a process
to protect it. Plans should also include targets for recovery
of already impacted habitat, as our analysis shows that
councils have made little progress in recovering habitats
from fishing impacts despite the MSA’s requirement that
they both conserve and enhance habitat.153 The plans
should also include monitoring and experimental program
components.
Habitat protection plans would have a range of benefits.
Plans could allow each region to take a systematic
approach, including prioritizing the protection of a
representative mosaic of EFH important for managed
species while minimizing economic impacts.154 By
requiring meaningful targets to be developed ahead of
site-specific decision making, these plans would generate
habitat protection criteria to inform the process going
forward and balance stakeholder priorities. Moreover, the
targets and milestones in the plans would force action,
helping to counter the delays and inertia that can affect
implementation of what can be controversial and longterm fisheries management goals. The plans’ monitoring
programs would further the scientific basis for future
decision making and better connect the dots between
habitat protection and fisheries productivity.
Because these plans would cover all fisheries for the
region, they would encourage councils to identify and
protect habitats important for multiple species and at the
ecosystem level, something that is not consistently done,
even though it was called for by the U.S. Commission on
Ocean Policy as far back as 2005.155 Targeted analysis
in habitat protection plans would also generally help
councils to look at habitat protection through both an
ecosystem-based fisheries management lens and a climatefocused lens. For instance, a council might choose to set
a management objective of identifying and protecting
habitats that are particularly vulnerable to climate change
impacts (e.g., kelp forests or seagrasses).
Though not the focus of this report, clear management
objectives for prevention of non-fishing impacts on EFH
would also lead to stronger conservation recommendations
and engagement from councils during the EFH consultation
process. This would also help to protect threatened
nearshore and estuarine habitats, which are known to be
important for reproduction and juvenile growth in many
fish species managed under the MSA, as well as some of
the most threatened habitats, from dredging, pollution, and
other non-fishing impacts.
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2. REMOVE THE “PRACTICABILITY” STANDARD
THAT HAS OFTEN FUNCTIONED TO MAKE EFH
PROTECTIONS DISCRETIONARY

Even if enhanced tools to protect habitat are adopted, the
current standard that councils must protect habitat from
fishing impacts only “to the extent practicable” is likely
to remain a barrier to creating robust and long-lasting
protections. The EFH provision requires that councils
assess practicability by looking at the nature and extent
of fishing gear impacts on EFH, as well as the potential
benefits from specific habitat protections, alongside
economic impacts. But without a strong conservation
standard in place, councils have been permitted to treat
the EFH provision as discretionary in many instances, and,
given the inherent challenges with quantifying benefits
of habitat protection, there has been an overwhelming
tendency by the councils to focus on economic feasibility.
Simply removing the phrase “to the extent practicable”
from the EFH provision, which leaves a less qualified
requirement that councils must minimize the adverse
effects of fishing on EFH, would likely spur councils
to focus on habitat conservation objectives; it would
also provide clearer guideposts for councils to balance
protective action against the political pressure inherent in
the council process.
If the practicability language is not removed from the EFH
requirement, additional agency guidance to constrain its
malleability would be important. Some fishery managers
have already identified a need for more detailed guidance
in the regulations for what constitutes a “practicable”
protection.156 Such guidance would be helpful, particularly
if it assisted councils in measuring conservation benefits
and made it clear that economic feasibility alone should not
be the basis of practicability analysis.

3. REQUIRE IDENTIFICATION AND PROTECTION
OF HABITAT AREAS OF PARTICULAR CONCERN

While all of the councils have identified HAPCs in their
region to at least a limited degree, our analysis showed
that they have taken vastly different approaches in using
this tool, and most councils fall short in identifying
and protecting HAPCs. We recommend that councils
be required to identify and then protect particularly
ecologically important or vulnerable habitats as HAPCs.
The protection should be from all fishing gear likely to be
used in the areas that impact their key habitat attributes.
The HAPC provision may also provide an opportunity for
councils to identify habitats that have unique importance
due to climate change, such as climate refugia for shifting
or otherwise impacted fish populations, or habitats that are
particularly vulnerable to climate change.
As discussed further below, there is an opportunity for the
scientific field to advance our understanding of the links
between habitat conservation and fisheries productivity.
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The use and protection of HAPCs would support these
advancements, particularly if councils are also required to
monitor the efficacy of these protections in order to inform
future management decisions.157

4. REQUIRE COUNCILS TO REGULARLY REVIEW
AND UPDATE EFH AND HAPC DESIGNATIONS

The identification and designation of important habitats as
EFH based on the best available science is a key exercise to
inform fisheries management decisions, including habitat
protection measures. It is also critical for informing
consultations between NMFS and other federal agencies
on non-fishing impacts. The MSA currently requires that
councils review and revise their EFH designations every
five years.158 Councils commonly miss these deadlines, with
some having long delays between revisions. For example,
the New England Council’s EFH program was due for a
five-year review in 2004 but the review was not completed
until 2018. The Mid-Atlantic Council, after designating
EFH for most of its fishery management plans by 2001,
has reviewed each EFH designation only one time in the
subsequent 20 years.
Regular EFH updates will become increasingly important
as climate change speeds up changes in prevailing habitat
conditions and uses. We conclude that councils should
be required under the MSA to update EFH and HAPC
designations at regular intervals. These updates could
be conducted in conjunction with updates to the larger
regional habitat protection plans. This would help ensure
that councils are setting their management objectives on
the basis of the most up-to-date science.

5. INCREASE FUNDING FOR SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH TO IMPROVE EFH DESIGNATIONS,
MONITORING RESULTS OF HABITAT-BASED
FISHERIES MANAGEMENT, AND LINKING EFH
PROTECTIONS TO CLIMATE CHANGE

A common thread in the challenges associated with
effectively protecting fish habitat across the regions is
the limited scientific information available. In some cases,
even basic information on species–habitat interactions
is lacking, which contributes to very broad designations
of EFH in many instances.159 NMFS has called for
improvements in marine habitat science, including in its
2010 Habitat Assessment Improvement Plan.160 In that
plan, NMFS identified the connection between habitat
protection and fisheries productivity as a developing
opportunity for fisheries management and looked at how
advances in modeling are helping us to better understand
fisheries abundance and productivity.161 The agency has not,
however, made the necessary investments in furthering
this science, including studying the role of habitat recovery
(and recovery dynamics) inside closed areas in enhancing
managed fish populations.
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Diver with sea turtle and corals.

Improving protection of fish habitat going forward would be
greatly facilitated by an increase in dedicated funding for
integrated research initiatives and long-term monitoring
of results. Fishery managers have identified population
surveys, an important component of the stock assessment
process, as an opportunity to increase collection of habitat
data.162 In the management context, there are missed
opportunities for stock assessments to consider habitat
information. Habitat offers an important data set that
could improve abundance estimates and population models.
Relatedly, for overfished stocks that are failing to make
adequate progress in rebuilding to healthy levels, councils
should also be assessing more regularly how marine habitat
interactions may be affecting stock status.
More support is also needed for managers and scientists to
address the question of how EFH can be used as a tool to
enhance fishery health and resilience in the face of climate
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change. With our oceans taking up about a third of carbon
dioxide emissions and absorbing 90 percent of the earth’s
trapped heat, climate is already affecting fishery habitats
and causing shifts in habitat–fishery relationships.163 It
has become increasingly urgent to enhance the overall
climate resilience and adaptive capacity of marine
ecosystems by establishing and protecting networks of
key habitat areas.164 Managing fisheries in this context
will require managers to look beyond historical data sets
and consider dynamic oceanographic information (e.g.,
ocean temperatures, salinity, oxygen, and predator/prey
levels), climate models, and other projections to inform
many components of fisheries management, including EFH
identification and protection.165 Climate change should be a
factor in EFH analysis, including identification of HAPCs,
for species known to be highly vulnerable to climate change
or experiencing range shift.
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Conclusion
Our review of the nationwide implementation of the
MSA’s provision for protecting EFH demonstrates that
this important provision of U.S. fisheries management
has fallen well short of the goal to reduce ongoing adverse
effects of fishing on habitat in most regions. In some cases,
we found that councils have simply protected very little
habitat, including particularly important or vulnerable
habitat, from bottom trawls, the fishing gear most widely
recognized as causing harm to habitat. In other cases,
councils have primarily protected very large, generally
deep-sea, areas from potential future threats, types of
protections that provide important but limited benefits. We
also found that the overwhelming majority (by areal extent)
of habitat areas in U.S. waters that have been protected
from all commercial fishing gear or all fishing impacts—and
not simply impacts to benthic habitat—have resulted from
application of the Antiquities Act rather than the MSA.
It is more important now than ever that we use all of the
tools at our disposal to secure effective, holistic, and
lasting protections for our important marine habitats. By
failing to conserve intact habitats that are important for
essential life functions of fish species that we catch for food
and recreation, we are missing an opportunity to improve
fisheries productivity. For fisheries depleted, at least in
part, because of habitat damage caused by fishing, efforts
at rebuilding are being hamstrung. And, because so much of
ocean life depends on these same habitats, the health of our
marine ecosystems suffers.
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Our oceans are vastly different today from what they were
100 years ago: marine ecosystems are in a state of flux from
global warming and ocean acidification, seabeds have been
trawled and dredged extensively, and coastal habitats (such
as salt marshes and seagrasses) are dwindling and polluted.
And while fishery managers and fishing communities have
made significant progress in rebuilding once depleted
fisheries, much work remains to be done—fully 19 percent
of U.S. fish stocks remain overfished. Looking to the future
of fisheries management in our rapidly changing ocean,
it is becoming increasingly urgent that policymakers and
fishery managers address these management gaps and
better protect marine habitat.
There are many other pieces to the puzzle, including
minimizing non-fishing impacts on habitat, limiting
direct fishing mortality, mitigating climate change, and
providing safe havens for wildlife and ecosystems to rebuild
themselves. But given councils’ direct accountability for
managing fishing and its impacts in the ocean, they must
make protecting ocean habitats from these impacts a top
priority, and they must be supported with the necessary
resources and tools, including both stronger direction and
increased scientific and financial support.
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Appendix 1: EFH Maps By Region
FIGURE A1: NEW ENGLAND REGION – EFH/HAPC DESIGNATIONS AND BOTTOM TRAWLING CLOSURES TO PROTECT HABITAT
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FIGURE A2: MID-ATLANTIC REGION – EFH/HAPC DESIGNATIONS AND BOTTOM TRAWLING CLOSURES TO PROTECT HABITAT
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FIGURE A3: SOUTH ATLANTIC REGION – EFH/HAPC DESIGNATIONS AND BOTTOM TRAWLING CLOSURES TO PROTECT HABITAT
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FIGURE A4: CARIBBEAN REGION – EFH/HAPC DESIGNATIONS AND BOTTOM TRAWLING OR COMPLETE CLOSURES TO PROTECT HABITAT
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FIGURE A5: PACIFIC REGION – EFH/HAPC DESIGNATIONS AND BOTTOM TRAWLING CLOSURES TO PROTECT HABITAT
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HAPC, Rocky Reefs Habitat
The Paciﬁc Council also designated all of Alaskan federal waters as Salmon EFH.
²Includes only areas protected under the Magnuson–Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act; other gear in addition to bottom trawl gear may be prohibited.

1
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FIGURE A6: WESTERN PACIFIC REGION – EFH/HAPC DESIGNATIONS AND MSA-BASED BOTTOM TRAWLING CLOSURES TO PROTECT HABITAT
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4. Eastern Main Hawaiian Islands
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FIGURE A7: GULF OF MEXICO REGION – EFH/HAPC DESIGNATIONS AND BOTTOM TRAWLING OR COMPLETE CLOSURES TO PROTECT HABITAT
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Appendix 2: Methodological Discussion
OVERVIEW

For this report, NRDC used geospatial data layers and
regulatory information to assess how regional fishery
management councils have implemented the Magnuson–
Stevens Act’s requirement to minimize fishing’s adverse
effects on essential fish habitat (EFH) “to the extent
practicable.” For each region, we compiled geospatial data
and regulatory information, including decision documents
underlying council habitat amendments to fishery
management plans (sources below). This information
was used to identify and map EFH and habitat areas of
particular concern (HAPCs) in the federal waters of each
regional fishery management council’s jurisdiction and to
document any specific gear restrictions corresponding to
each area, as well as the basis (or bases) for implementing
the gear restrictions.

EFH and HAPC Mapping

1.	We used Arc GIS to map and quantify EFH and HAPC
protections. Sources for EFH and HAPC mapping
included geospatial data and metadata that were publicly
available on databases maintained by the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) regional offices and
the recently developed EFH Mapper tool developed by
the NMFS Office of Habitat Protection. Such sources
include EFH and HAPC shapefiles from the NMFS EFH
Inventory, available at https://www.habitat.noaa.gov/
protection/efh/newInv/index.html; council-specific
data inventories (such as the South Atlantic Fishery
Management Council’s habitat dashboard, available at
http://ocean.floridamarine.org/safmc_dashboard/gisdata.html); and NMFS fact sheets on EFH protections
(available on the NMFS EFH inventory under “EFH Areas
Protected From Fishing,” https://www.habitat.noaa.
gov/application/efhinventory/index.html). We based our
analysis and maps on geospatial data updated as of July
2018, with the exceptions of the Pacific region, for which
we downloaded updated geospatial data in March 2020
to account for significant changes made to EFH closures
for Pacific groundfish, and the Gulf of Mexico region, for
which we updated our map and calculations to account
for newly designated HAPCs effective as of November
2020.
2.	As a general matter, councils describe but do not always
map EFH as part of the designation process. As a result,
certain EFH and HAPC areas in some regions have
not been mapped (e.g., summer flounder HAPC in the
Mid-Atlantic and all HAPC designations in the Western
Pacific). In addition to not being able to map such areas
for purposes of this report, we were not able to consider
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any protections of these areas in our geospatial analysis
and related quantitative assessments. We also note
that for GIS data layers in a number of regions, the
accompanying metadata cautioned that the EFH map
layer is intended to represent and is an interpretation
of the EFH textual definition, and that the textual
description should be considered determinative.
3.	Councils have taken a range of approaches to the scale or
granularity of EFH designations. Some have designated
at the management plan level (e.g., Pacific Coast
groundfish EFH), some have designated at the stock unit
level, and others have designated EFH for each life stage
of each stock. The regions where the number of EFH
designations includes species and life stage (i.e., larval,
egg, juvenile, adult) are the North Pacific, New England,
Mid-Atlantic, and Caribbean. The regions using species
or FMP-level only are the Gulf of Mexico, South Atlantic,
Pacific, and Western Pacific. Our maps show EFH
designations consistent with each council’s approach
(i.e., the maps do not merge designations in an attempt to
create consistency across regional maps).
4.	Councils are not able under MSA authority to implement
protective measures for EFH designated in state waters,
which are measured from 0 to 3 nautical miles from
shore for most states, and out to 9 miles for Texas, the
Gulf Coast of Florida, and Puerto Rico. For this reason,
EFH and HAPC areas designated in state waters were not
mapped.
5.	EFH and HAPC designated in the Atlantic highly
migratory species fishery, which is managed by NMFS
rather than the councils, were not mapped.
6.	Councils in some cases have designated EFH for
interjurisdictional fish stocks in another council’s
jurisdiction. We attributed EFH designations to a council
only if the designation was for stocks managed by that
council.

Criteria for Evaluating Regional EFH Implementation

For each region, we conducted geospatial analyses, in
conjunction with review of relevant regulatory documents,
using the following four analyses:
1.	AREAL EXTENT OF EFH AND BOTTOM TRAWLING HABITAT
CLOSURES. We examined (a) the extent of the regional
council’s federal jurisdictional area that the council
has designated as EFH for one or more species, and
(b) the extent of such designated EFH that the council
has closed to bottom trawling year-round for habitat
protection purposes.
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2.	PROTECTION OF HABITAT AT RISK OF BOTTOM TRAWLING.
For those councils that have closed large EFH areas
to bottom trawling, we examined the extent to which
such gear poses a current threat to the habitat, such as
whether bottom trawling was historically conducted
there before the closure was put in place.
3.	PROTECTION OF IMPORTANT OR VULNERABLE HABITATS FROM
BOTTOM TRAWLING. We examined the degree to which
the council has designated and protected HAPCs from
bottom trawling year-round, as well as protected habitat
areas that are subject to multiple EFH designations
(based on the assumption that such areas indicate more
valuable habitat).
4.	EXTENT OF EFH AREAS PROTECTED FROM ALL COMMERCIAL
FISHING. We examined whether, pursuant to the MSA, the
council has closed any EFH to all commercial fishing gear
(or all fishing gear) for habitat protection purposes. This
is the strongest level of EFH protection, similar to the
level of protection in most marine national monuments.

Analysis of Bottom Trawling Closures

1.	Sources of information relating to bottom trawling
restrictions included NMFS fact sheets on EFH
protections (available on NMFS EFH Inventory under
“EFH Areas Protected From Fishing” https://www.
habitat.noaa.gov/application/efhinventory/index.
html), the Federal Register, and the Code of Federal
Regulations. We also reviewed fishery management
plans, plan amendments, related council decisionmaking documents, and related documentation prepared
pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act.
Further information about the areas that meet the above
criteria for bottom trawling closures and overlap with
EFH designated in each region can be found in the table
at the end of this appendix, titled “Magnuson–Stevens
Act Habitat Protections Included in Analysis.”
2.	When we refer to a specific year in connection with a
management action, we are generally referring to the
year in which NMFS issues a final rule implementing
the council action. We only considered actions that have
been approved in final form by NMFS, not simply by the
fishery council.
3.	For analyses 1 through 3 above (see “Criteria for
Evaluating Regional EFH Implementation”), we generally
counted those protections that were implemented by
a council (a) pursuant to its MSA authority, (b) with
habitat protection as a primary purpose, and (c) where
bottom trawling was fully prohibited year-round. In
addition to closures implemented explicitly under EFH
authority, we also included the following areas in our
calculations of bottom trawling closures because we
considered their inclusion to result in a more reasonable
depiction of MSA-based EFH protections: (1) areas closed
to bottom trawling to protect habitat before 1996, when
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the EFH protection requirement was added to the MSA,
and (2) areas closed to bottom trawling pursuant to
the MSA’s discretionary authority to protect deep-sea
coral habitat. Examples of such closed areas designated
under the MSA but not pursuant to the EFH requirement
include the coral HAPCs in the South Atlantic and Gulf
of Mexico regions (which have been protected largely
outside of the EFH authority), the Frank R. Lautenberg
Deep Sea Coral Protection Area in the Mid-Atlantic
region, and bottom trawling closures implemented in the
Western Pacific region in the 1980s. Our calculations of
EFH closed to bottom trawling also included: (1) areas
closed to bottom trawling for multiple purposes, as long
as EFH protection was a primary purpose, and (2) areas
closed to all fisheries that utilize bottom trawls if a
primary purpose was to protect EFH.
	In some regions, we found areas that were otherwise
closed to bottom trawling contained exemption areas
where trawling was permitted. One example of this
is in New England’s Western Gulf of Maine Habitat
Management Area. In these cases, we used available
geospatial information to exclude these exemption areas
from our analysis. We also avoided double-counting
areas protected by more than one type of closure by
accounting for overlaps in geospatial data.
	Calculations of EFH areas closed to bottom trawling
do not include closures made only for fishing mortality
reduction purposes. We recognize that there are
instances in which a mortality closure may offer
protection equivalent to or even greater than a bottom
trawling prohibition. The Deepwater Marine Protected
Areas in the South Atlantic are such an example. These
MPAs prohibit both commercial and recreational fishing
for the snapper/grouper complex, the dominant benthic
fishery, with all gear types. However, shrimp trawling,
which may contact bottom habitat, is still allowed and
takes place. Although mortality closures frequently
have habitat benefits, they can be temporary in duration
and lifted when the council decides it has achieved the
intended conservation purpose for the targeted fish
stock.
	We also excluded from our analysis closures that are
explicitly temporary or time-limited. This included
study or research areas and seasonal closures. We also
excluded partial closures, such as where use of trawl
gear is prohibited for some fisheries but not others.
4.	Closures specific to bottom trawling provided a common
metric to use across the regions. This gear is the most
widely used of bottom-tending mobile gear, has the
most significant habitat impacts, and is the gear most
frequently subject to restrictions for habitat protection
purposes. However, each region has a different history
with this gear and its management, and it is important
to note that in two regions included in our analysis—the
Western Pacific and the Caribbean—bottom trawls have
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not historically been used. Nonetheless, the Western
Pacific Council expressly prohibited bottom trawls
throughout its jurisdiction, and this area is counted in
our analysis accordingly. In the case of the Caribbean
region, the Caribbean Council has prohibited the range
of bottom-tending mobile gear that is actively used in
the region—bottom longlines, gillnets, trammel nets,
pots, and traps (dredges are also not historically used in
the region)—in a very limited extent of EFH (less than 1
percent).166 Bottom trawling is not expressly prohibited
in these areas, but given that it has not historically
occurred in the region, we decided to include the areas
in our analysis to provide a fair representation of
the region’s bottom habitat protection performance.
Our analysis also includes the Hind Bank Marine
Conservation District, where the council prohibited all
fishing (including with bottom trawl gear). See the table
“Magnuson–Stevens Act Habitat Protections Included in
Analysis” in Appendix 3 for a list of areas included in our
analysis and corresponding gear restrictions.
	We also note that, in a majority (but not all) of areas
in other regions where bottom trawls are prohibited,
dredges are also prohibited, meaning those areas are
closed to all bottom-tending mobile gear. Such areas
where all bottom-tending mobile gear is prohibited are
discussed as such in our findings.
5.	As a component of analysis 3 above (see “Criteria for
Evaluating Regional EFH Implementation”), we assessed
the overlap between area protected from bottom trawling
and what we term “high concentration EFH,” which is
defined as an area encompassing 50 percent or more of
a region’s EFH designations. These designations may be
at the plan level, the stock level, or the life stage level,
depending on the region. We grouped EFH designations
consistent with each council’s approach. Further details
about this part of our analysis are discussed below in
note 131.

Analysis of EFH Areas Protected from all Commercial
Fishing (or all Fishing Gears)

1.	In analysis number 4 described above (see “Criteria
for Evaluating Regional EFH Implementation”), where
EFH has been granted the level of protection given to
marine monuments, we included areas that are either
(a) closed to all commercial fishing gear (but may allow
recreational and subsistence fishing), or (b) closed to
all fishing gear, commonly known as marine reserves
or “no-take” areas when they prohibit all extractive
activities.
2.	To focus on how effectively councils have protected
marine habitat, we counted only those areas closed to
all commercial fishing gear (or all fishing gear) that
were implemented by a council pursuant to its MSA
authority and with habitat protection as a primary
purpose. This includes areas where the council in
question also cited other purposes and/or authorities
(this was the case, for example, with the only two areas
completely protected from fishing impacts: the Hind
Bank Marine Conservation District in the Caribbean and
the Tortugas Marine Reserves in the Gulf of Mexico).
It excludes marine reserves designated pursuant to the
National Marine Sanctuaries Act, including Channel
Islands National Marine Sanctuary in the Pacific region
(although we separately account for the fact that the
Pacific Council did protect areas of federal waters off
the Channel Islands from at least bottom-tending mobile
gear prior to expansion of the Sanctuary) and Gray’s
Reef National Marine Sanctuary in the South Atlantic.
We also excluded from this category the artificial reef
special management zones in the South Atlantic and MidAtlantic, as these small areas contain gear restrictions
but do not expressly prohibit commercial fishing.

6.	While not specifically discussed in the text of this
report, our analysis of bottom trawl closures included
several small Special Management Zones (SMZs), in
which the South Atlantic and Mid-Atlantic Councils
have prohibited bottom-tending gear. The two councils
implemented commercial fishing restrictions in these
SMZs to enhance recreational fishing opportunity and
to promote conservation, growth, and spawning for fish
species around artificial reefs.167
7.	We note that many state waters have restrictions on
bottom trawling and other bottom-tending mobile gear.
As noted above, state waters were not included in our
analysis because the federal councils cannot directly
regulate in these waters.
8.	As noted above, we did not map or analyze EFH
protections for the Atlantic highly migratory species
fishery, which is managed by NMFS.
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Appendix 3: Magnuson–Stevens Act Habitat Protections
Included in Analysis
NEW ENGLAND
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Ammen Rock Habitat
Management Area

Cashes Ledge Habitat
Management Area

Closed Area II (Northern
Edge) Habitat
Management Area

Eastern Maine Habitat
Management Area

Fippennies Ledge
Habitat Management
Area

Jeffreys Bank Habitat
Management Area

Great South Channel
Habitat Management
Area

Western Gulf of Maine
Habitat Management
Areaa

5.84

No fishing vessel, including private and for-hire
recreational fishing vessels, may fish in the
Ammen Rock HMA, except for vessels fishing
exclusively with lobster traps.

Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),
50 CFR 50 CFR §§ 648.370; 648.2

124.59

No fishing vessel or person on a fishing vessel
may fish with bottom-tending mobile gear (defined
to include otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic
dredges, non-hydraulic dredges, and seines, with
the exception of purse seine).

50 CFR §§ 648.370; 648.2

246.22

No fishing vessel or person on a fishing vessel
may fish with bottom-tending mobile gear (defined
to include otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic
dredges, non-hydraulic dredges, and seines, with
the exception of purse seine).

50 CFR §§ 648.370; 648.2

185.96

No fishing vessel or person on a fishing vessel
may fish with bottom-tending mobile gear (defined
to include otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic
dredges, non-hydraulic dredges, and seines, with
the exception of purse seine).

50 CFR §§ 648.370; 648.2

23.4

No fishing vessel or person on a fishing vessel
may fish with bottom-tending mobile gear (defined
to include otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic
dredges, non-hydraulic dredges, and seines, with
the exception of purse seine).

50 CFR §§ 648.370; 648.2

191.05

No fishing vessel or person on a fishing vessel
may fish with bottom-tending mobile gear (defined
to include otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic
dredges, non-hydraulic dredges, and seines, with
the exception of purse seine).

50 CFR §§ 648.370; 648.2

983.02

No fishing vessel or person on a fishing vessel
may fish with bottom-tending mobile gear (defined
to include otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic
dredges, non-hydraulic dredges, and seines, with
the exception of purse seine), with the exception
of dredges in Atlantic Surfclam and Mussel
Dredge Exemption Areas.

50 CFR §§ 648.370; 648.2

714.93

No fishing vessel or person on a fishing vessel
may fish with bottom-tending mobile gear (defined
to include otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic
dredges, non-hydraulic dredges, and seines, with
the exception of purse seine).

50 CFR §§ 648.370; 648.2

a. Our analysis excludes the shrimp trawl exemption area within the Western Gulf of Maine Habitat management area.
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MID-ATLANTIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Lydonia Canyon Tilefish
Gear Restricted Areab

Norfolk Canyon Tilefish
Gear Restricted Area

Oceanographer Canyon
Tilefish Gear Restricted
Area

Veatch Canyon Tilefish
Gear Restricted Area

37.87

No vessel of the United States may fish with
bottom-tending mobile gear (defined to include
otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic dredges, nonhydraulic dredges, and seines, with the exception
of purse seine)

50 CFR §§ 648.297; 648.2

32.95

No vessel of the United States may fish with
bottom-tending mobile gear (defined to include
otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic dredges, nonhydraulic dredges, and seines, with the exception
of purse seine)

50 CFR §§ 648.297; 648.2

79.26

No vessel of the United States may fish with
bottom-tending mobile gear (defined to include
otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic dredges, nonhydraulic dredges, and seines, with the exception
of purse seine)

50 CFR §§ 648.297; 648.2

26.32

No vessel of the United States may fish with
bottom-tending mobile gear (defined to include
otter trawls, beam trawls, hydraulic dredges, nonhydraulic dredges, and seines, with the exception
of purse seine)

50 CFR §§ 648.297; 648.2

Areas Protected Through Other MSA Authorityc

Accomac and Leonard
Canyons Discrete DeepSea Coral Zone

187.85

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
(including but not limited to bottom-tending otter
trawls, bottom-tending beam trawls, hydraulic
dredges, non-hydraulic dredges, bottom-tending
seines, bottom longlines, pots and traps, and
sink or anchored gillnets) within the Frank R.
Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral Protection Area.

Baltimore Canyon
Discrete Deep-Sea Coral
Zone

76.49

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Block Canyon Discrete
Deep-Sea Coral Zone

69.75

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Broad Deep-Sea Coral
Zone

6444.07

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Emery and Uchupi
Canyons Discrete DeepSea Coral Zone

124.73

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Hudson Canyon Discrete
Deep-Sea Coral Zone

215.6

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Jones and Babylon
Canyons Discrete DeepSea Coral Zone

61.46

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Mey-Lindenkohl Slope
Discrete Deep-Sea Coral
Zone

725.42

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372
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MID-ATLANTIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through Other MSA Authorityc
Norfolk Canyon Discrete
Deep-Sea Coral Zone

157.76

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

North Heyes and South
Canyons Discrete DeepSea Coral Zone

67.45

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Ryan and McMaster
Canyons Discrete DeepSea Coral Zone

132.57

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

South Vries Canyon
Discrete Deep-Sea Coral
Zone

49.92

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Spencer Canyon Discrete
Deep-Sea Coral Zone

43.79

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Warr and Phoenix
Canyon Complex
Discrete Deep-Sea Coral
Zone

185.8

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Washington Canyon
Discrete Deep-Sea Coral
Zone

176.46

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

Wilmington Canyon
Discrete Deep-Sea Coral
Zone

93.59

No vessel may fish with bottom-tending gear
within the Frank R. Lautenberg Deep–Sea Coral
Protection Area.

50 CFR § 648.372

b. Although the Tilefish Gear Restricted Areas in Oceanographer, Lydonia, and Veatch Canyons are within the geographic jurisdiction of the New England Fishery Management Council, these gear restrictions are
included on the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council’s list because this council developed and approved the measures.
c. Also included in our analysis are 17 special management zones (SMZs) in artificial reefs off New Jersey and Delaware where the Mid-Atlantic Council has prohibited all fishing except by handline, rod and reel, or
spear fishing (including the taking of fish by hand). 50 CFR § 648.18.
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SOUTH ATLANTIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Oculina Bank Habitat
Area of Particular
Concern (HAPC)
Oculina Experimental
Closed Aread

734.12

Prohibits use of bottom longline, bottom trawl,
dredge, pot, or trap; prohibits anchoring.

107.85

Prohibits use of bottom longline, bottom trawl,
dredge, pot, or trap; prohibits anchoring; prohibits
fishing for or retaining South Atlantic snappergrouper species.

50 CFR § 622.224(b)(1)(i)

50 CFR § 622.224(b)(2)

Areas Protected Through Other MSA Authoritye,f
Blake Ridge Diapir Coral
HAPC

Cape Fear Lophelia
Banks Coral HAPC

Cape Lookout Lophelia
Banks Coral HAPC

Pourtales Terrace Coral
HAPC
Stetson Reefs, Savannah
and East Florida
Lithoherms, and Miami
Terrace (Stetson–Miami
Terrace) Coral HAPC

3.99

Prohibits use of bottom longline, bottom trawl,
mid-water trawl, dredge, pot, or trap; prohibits
anchoring; prohibits fishing for or possessing
corals in or from the Deepwater Coral HAPC
onboard a fishing vessel.

50 CFR § 622.224(c)

51.56

Prohibits use of bottom longline, bottom trawl,
mid-water trawl, dredge, pot, or trap; prohibits
anchoring; prohibits fishing for or possessing
corals in or from the Deepwater Coral HAPC
onboard a fishing vessel.

50 CFR § 622.224(c)

128.95

Prohibits use of bottom longline, bottom trawl,
mid-water trawl, dredge, pot, or trap; prohibits
anchoring; prohibits fishing for or possessing
corals in or from the Deepwater Coral HAPC
onboard a fishing vessel.

50 CFR § 622.224(c)

518.05

Prohibits use of bottom longline, bottom trawl,
mid-water trawl, dredge, pot, or trap; prohibits
anchoring; prohibits fishing for or possessing
corals in or from the Deepwater Coral HAPC
onboard a fishing vessel.

50 CFR § 622.224(c)

21186.77

Prohibits use of bottom longline, bottom trawl,
mid-water trawl, dredge, pot, or trap; prohibits
anchoring; prohibits fishing for or possessing
corals in or from the Deepwater Coral HAPC
onboard a fishing vessel.

50 CFR § 622.224(c)

d. The Oculina Experimental Closed Area is within the Oculina Bank HAPC.
e. For all coral HAPCs, shrimp access areas that allow trawling were excluded from our calculations. See 50 CFR 622.224(c)(3).
f. Also included in our analysis are 48 special management zones (SMZs) in artificial reefs where the South Atlantic Council has prohibited all fishing except by handline, rod and reel, or spear fishing gear. 50 CFR
§ 622.182.
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CARIBBEAN
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Bajo de Sico Closed Area

6.97

Fishing with pots, traps, bottom longlines, gillnets,
or trammel nets is prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.435

Grammanik Bank Closed
Area

0.58

Fishing with pots, traps, bottom longlines, gillnets,
or trammel nets is prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.435

Hind Bank Marine
Conservation District

17.24

Fishing for any species and anchoring by fishing
vessels is prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.435

Lang Bank Red Hind
Spawning Aggregation
Area - East of St. Croix

4.49

Fishing with pots, traps, bottom longlines, gillnets,
or trammel nets is prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.435

Abrir La Sierra Bank
Red Hind Spawning
Aggregation Area

11.31

Fishing with pots, traps, bottom longlines, gillnets,
or trammel nets is prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.435

Tourmaline Bank
Red Hind Spawning
Aggregation Area

6.69

Fishing with pots, traps, bottom longlines, gillnets,
or trammel nets is prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.435

Mutton Snapper
Spawning Aggregation
Area

0.24

Fishing with pots, traps, bottom longlines, gillnets,
or trammel nets is prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.435

Areas Protected Completely from Fishing Under MSA in Federal Waters
Hind Bank Marine
Conservation District

17.24

Fishing for any species and anchoring by fishing
vessels is prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.435

GULF OF MEXICO
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
18.68

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

Pulley Ridge South HAPC

133.28

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

Pulley Ridge South
Portion A HAPC

123.97

Deployment of a bottom trawl, buoy gear, dredge,
pot, or trap and bottom anchoring by fishing
vessels are prohibited year-round.

50 CFR § 622.74

Stetson Bank HAPC

2.33

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

Tortugas Marine
Reserves

74.16

Fishing for any species and bottom anchoring by
fishing vessels are prohibited year-round in the
areas of the HAPC.

50 CFR § 622.74

McGrail Bank Habitat
Area of Particular
Concern (HAPC)
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NRDC

GULF OF MEXICO
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
East and West Flower
Garden Banks HAPCs

West Florida Wall

Alabama Alps Reef HAPC

L & W Pinnacles and
Scamp Reef HAPC

Mississippi Canyon 118
HAPC

Roughtongue Reef HAPC

Viosca Knoll 826 HAPC

AT 047 HAPC

AT 357 HAPC

Green Canyon 852 HAPC

Southern Bank HAPC

Harte Bank HAPC
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85.47

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

48.06

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

3.57

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

18.94

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap, and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

14.63

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

18.01

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap, and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

13.65

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

8.99

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

8.99

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

5.06

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap, and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

1.04

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

14.36

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
buoy gear, dredge, pot, or trap and bottom
anchoring by fishing vessels are prohibited yearround.

50 CFR § 622.74

A SAFETY NET FOR OCEAN FISHERIES

NRDC

GULF OF MEXICO
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through Other MSA Authority
Florida Middle Grounds
HAPC

Deployment of a bottom longline, bottom trawl,
dredge, pot, or trap is prohibited year-round.

448.58

50 CFR § 622.74

Areas Protected Completely from Fishing Under MSA in Federal Waters
Tortugas Marine
Reserves

74.16

Fishing for any species and bottom anchoring by
fishing vessels are prohibited year-round in the
areas of the HAPC.

50 CFR § 622.74

WESTERN PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through Other MSA Authority

All federal waters

949,843.19

Fishing for Hawaii bottomfish management unit
species or ecosystem component species, or
seamount groundfish management unit species
with bottom trawls and bottom set gillnets is
prohibited.

50 CFR § 665.206;
Federal Register, vol. 51: 27,413 (1986)

PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Olympic 2

211.41

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

Biogenic 1

476.2

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

Biogenic 2

90.32

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

Quinault Canyon

20.78

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

Grays Canyon

101.63

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

Biogenic 3

79.36

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

Willapa Canyonhead

30.52

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

Willapa Deep

62.8

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

Astoria Deep

39.22

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.77, 660.312, 660.11

165.33

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

Thompson Seamount
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NRDC

PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Astoria Canyon

684.71

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Nehalem Bank/Shale Pile

64.85

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Garibaldi Reef North

14.82

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Garibaldi Reef South

2.69

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

207.69

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Daisy Bank/
Nelson Island

43.51

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Newport Rockpile/
Stonewall Bank

78.71

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Hydrate Ridge

19.48

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Heceta Bank

257.81

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Deepwater off Coos Bay

217.98

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Arago Reef

67.33

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Bandon High Spot

53.48

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

President Jackson
Seamount

380.77

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

Rogue Canyon

341.75

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Rogue River Reef

63.4

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.78, 660.312, 660.11

Brush Patch

30.42

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Trinidad Canyon

87.88

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Mad River Rough Patch

5.09

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Samoa Deepwater

19.02

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Eel River Canyon

343.69

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Blunts Reef

31.49

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Mendocino Ridge

737.78

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Siletz Deepwater
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NRDC

PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
7.71

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Tolo Bank

21.34

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Navarro Canyon

18.34

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Point Arena North

34.01

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Point Arena South
Biogenic Area

36.11

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

The Football

12.15

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Gobblers Knob

11.57

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Point Reyes Reef

7.58

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

163.29

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Cordell Bank
(50-fm [91-m] isobath)

26.38

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

Rittenburg Bank

12.74

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Farallon Islands/Fanny
Shoal/Cochrane Bank

61.49

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Farallon Escarpment

126.29

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Half Moon Bay

49.57

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Pescadero Reef

3.08

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Pigeon Point Reef

9.75

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Ascension Canyonhead

6.07

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

South of Davenport

6.25

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

836.06

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

West of Soberanes Point

24.25

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Point Sur Deep

59.73

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Big Sur Coast/
Port San Luis

4570.37

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Delgada Canyon

Cordell Bank/
Biogenic Area

Monterey Bay/Canyon
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50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.12

NRDC

PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority

Davidson Seamount

775.47

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear) or any other gear
that is deployed deeper than 500 fm.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.12

La Cruz Canyon

8.9

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

West of Piedras
Blancas SMCA

2.71

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

East San Lucia Bank

105.24

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Point Conception

1265.48

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Harris Point

Richardson Rock

Scorpion

Painted Cave

Anacapa Island

Carrington Point

Judith Rock

Skunk Point

Footprint
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50.16

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

72.73

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

18.64

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

1.78

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

24.92

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

12.75

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

4.59

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

1.35

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

26.89

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79
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NRDC

PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
35

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

South Point

14.89

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

Hidden Reef/
Kidney Bank

297.85

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Catalina Island

458.97

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Santa Barbara

56.73

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

Potato Bank

110.83

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Cherry Bank

217.06

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Cowcod EFH
Conservation Area East

147.05

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

17360.67

It is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
trawl gear other than demersal seine.

50 CFR §§ 660.79, 660.312, 660.11

Deep-Sea Ecosystem
Conservation Area

123305.59

It is is unlawful for any person to fish with bottom
contact gear (including beam trawl, bottom
trawl, dredge, fixed gear, set net, demersal seine,
dinglebar gear, and pot gear).

50 CFR §§ 660.11, 660.12

Seaward of 700-fathom
depth contour

130264.94

It is unlawful for any person or vessel to fish with
bottom trawl gear.

50 CFR §§ 660.112, 660.11

Gull Island

Southern
California Bight

50 CFR §§ 660.12, 660.79

NORTH PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Bowers
Seamount

38.23

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Brown
Seamount

220.59

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount
Habitat Protection Area
- Chirikof & Marchand
Seamounts

2977.17

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2
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NORTH PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Dall
Seamount

1257.82

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Denson
Seamount

379.67

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount
Habitat Protection Area Derickson Seamount

289.13

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Dickins
Seamount

194.68

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount
Habitat Protection Area Giacomini Seamount

217

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Kodiak
Seamount

209.59

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount
Habitat Protection Area Odessey Seamount

277.77

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Patton
Seamount

124.86

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Quinn
Seamount

265.98

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Sirius
Seamount

221.16

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Unimak
Seamount

170.19

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Alaska Seamount Habitat
Protection Area - Welker
Seamount

213.86

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Aleutian Islands Coral
Habitat Protection Area Adak Canyon

9.25

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Aleutian Islands Coral
Habitat Protection Area
- Bobrof

4.54

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Aleutian Islands Coral
Habitat Protection Area Cape Moffett

3.32

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Aleutian Islands Coral
Habitat Protection Area Great Sitkin

0.08

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2
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Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Aleutian Islands Coral
Habitat Protection Area Semisopochnoi

21.82

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Aleutian Islands Coral
Habitat Protection Area
- Ulak

4.29

No federally permitted vessel may fish with bottom
contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, dinglebar,
pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Aleutian Islands Habitat
Conservation Area

365500.74

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Bering Sea Habitat
Conservation Area

61388.02

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Bowers Ridge Habitat
Conservation Zone Bowers Ridge

5209.03

No federally permitted vessel may fish with mobile
bottom-contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, or
dinglebar gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Bowers Ridge Habitat
Conservation Zone - Ulm
Plateau

1784

No federally permitted vessel may fish with mobile
bottom-contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge, or
dinglebar gear.)

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Gulf of Alaska Coral
Habitat Protection Area Cape Ommaney 1

1.13

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
bottom-contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge,
dinglebar, pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Gulf of Alaska Coral
Habitat Protection Area Fairweather FN1

1.02

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
bottom-contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge,
dinglebar, pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Gulf of Alaska Coral
Habitat Protection Area Fairweather FN2

4.24

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
bottom-contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge,
dinglebar, pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Gulf of Alaska Coral
Habitat Protection Area Fairweather FS1

10.43

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
bottom-contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge,
dinglebar, pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Gulf of Alaska Coral
Habitat Protection Area Fairweather FS2

1.14

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
bottom-contact gear (nonpelagic trawl, dredge,
dinglebar, pot, or hook-and-line gear).

50 CFR §§ 679.22, 679.2

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Albatross Bank

162.98

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Cable

232.44

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Cape Suckling

67.17

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Kayak Island

373.31

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Middleton Island
East

189.38

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22
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NORTH PACIFIC
Area of EFH Protected
(sq mi)

Name

Relevant Fishing Gear Requirements

Regulatory Authority

Areas Protected Through EFH Authority
Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Middleton Island
West

112.19

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Sanak Island

368.82

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Shumagin Island

220.26

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Unalaska Island

813.53

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Gulf of Alaska Slope
Habitat Conservation
Areas - Yakutat

256.66

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Northern Bering Sea
Research Area

75127.4

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

Nunivak/Etolin/
Kuskokwim Habitat
Conservation Area

10293.48

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

St. Lawrence Island
Habitat Conservation
Area

8194.57

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

St. Matthew Island
Habitat Conservation
Area

5344.88

No federally permitted vessel may fish with
nonpelagic trawl gear.

50 CFR § 679.22

No federal fishery permit holder may fish for
groundfish, no person fishing under an individual
fishing quota (IFQ) halibut permit may fish
for halibut, and no person fishing under an
IFQ sablefish permit may fish for sablefish
(functionally closed to trawl gear).

50 CFR § 679.22

Sitka Pinnacles Marine
Reserve

3.31

Areas Protected Through Other MSA Authority
Pribilof Island Habitat
Conservation Area
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